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Part I of this thesis offers a. critical evaluation o£ 
current methods of computing t.lle rate of :return on investment. 
and the cost of capital. Part n is a cane study of Olson's 
Stage Coach Motel, Inc. '1'be anal,.ais ot the case explores the 
role of a capital budget a.s a decision maid.ng tool, giving particular 
emphasis to the techniques advocated in Part I. 
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PART I 
CHAPTER. I 
RErURN ON INVESTMENl' 
9 
Five measures of investment worth will be considered. 
The first two are relatively simple to use in computing a mea-
sure of profitability, While the last three give a more correct 
esttmate of the return on an investment. 
I. Payback period. Returns from an investment are 
compared with cost of the investment. The in,,.estment which 
returns its original coat at the earliest date is chosen as 
the moat profitable investment. One version of the paybaCk 
approach divides average re~ from an investment into the 
cost. Another more sophisticated version accumulates returns 
until the original cost is returned. Both methods fail to 
consider returns after the original cost has been recovered. 
The ~plied assumption of the payback period is that the 
distribution of returns after the payback period corresponds 
to the distribution before the payback date. This assumption 
is not always valid. Two investments may return equal amounts 
until the payback period, after which returns from one stop 
entirely while returns from the other increase. The paybaCk 
approach would classify these projects as equally desirable, 
but clearly the one which returns proceeds after the payback 
period is more desirable. 
~\.:' ... ' . 
r •.. ·' 
A justification tor the payback approach is that 
even though it may give a theoretically incorrect choice, 
proximity to the most profitable choice is likely in prac-
tice, and because it is simple to use, it offers a valid 
approach to the capital budgeting problem. This may well 
be true in many cases, particularly where investment alter-
10 
native• are considerable in number but small in individual , ,· 
dollar value. This reasoning cannot justify use of the 
p.,back method for the majority of bud~etipg proglems how-
•••r• A single investment deeision can involTe large capi-
tal outlays. Quality rathe:r than simplicity should be a 
re~uirem·ent of the budgeting program it the two goals are 
l1ot.compa.tible. The approach that will be favored in this 
thesis, w)iile emphasizing quality of results, does at the 
s-Km,. 'time retu>pize the futility of an unduly complicated 
.. 1. 
m-ethod of measuring investment values. 
II~ AXUAi'l t•i»IP 1AD gqst.. The av.erage return 
on investmen't approach is another rule of thumb guide to 
investment. decisions. The average return is the sum of 
the returns divided by the numbeJl' of periods over which 
the returns take place. This figure is then divided by 
the original cost to obtain an average rate of return on 
original cost. The fallacy here is that ~ata.l returns are 
ignored. Also, no distinction is made tor time preference 
of returns. If there is any interest rate greater than 
ll 
zero, the project (of two projects with equal average rates 
of return on cost) which returns larger sums earlier is the 
more profitable and the more preferable. The implied assump-
tions of this method are that returns are proportionately 
distributed over time for all projects and that all projects 
have the same lives. This need not be so, but when it is 
true, or very nearly true, this approach is a good one to use. 
Pigure I and Figure II illustrate the weaknesses of 
the payback and average return on cost methods~ 
III. Yield. The first method to recognize a time 
preference in returns is the simple yield method. A rate of 
interest is found that makes the present value of cash pro-
ceeds expected from an investment equal to the present value 
of the outlays required by the investment. This is called 
the marginal efficiency of capital, interest rate of return, 
rate of return on cost • internal rate of return or yield by 
1 
various people. The yield represents the breakeven interest 
rate for the investor; the rate he could afford to pay, neither 
making nor losing money on the investment. If he paid a high-
er rate of interest he would lose money. If he paid a lower 
rate of interest he would make money. This yield is the same 
as that spoken of for bond investments. Discussion of the 
merits of this method and its shortcomings will be foregone 
until the fourth method has been described. 
IV. Net Eresent value. The present value method 
-··· ······---- ·--------L------------
Althoucb ~ &Jd ~ ba'f'e equal pQ'baok per:Loda and woul.4 be 
oonsl.4eJ'ed. dealable ua1Jta the p&7baolc app:roaoh, ~ ia olearlT the 
apeJ"io• inwatunt. ror au,y 111Mns\ rate grea~ than aero, 1'1 
WOUld be pnterabl.e even with""' the mended pel'iod ot mums, a1noe 
Ja ,..._ lunda earlier 1 aDd \hoae tual8 MD be iavea\ed at a profit. 
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iV\~t\,t ~TURN 
fo,.._ K. ~ P.,_ 
T1•v1e, 
The aTerage mum tor IJ. &Dd 12 ia t.be aame.- eo ~\ \heM 
proJeote would be oouidereci equal]T duiable uing the average me 
of mum approaoh. Rz however, retuma largPr amount.a 1B the earlier 
periodll aDd leaaer UlOUII\a 1D later periocla thaa R1• A.aauaiDI &DT ia\eren 
rat.e poeat.er bn zero, 1ibe exceea funds re\U"Ded earlier can be 
iDYenecl at. a prot1 t. • R2 ia therefor aoxe desirable. 
' L------------------------------------
B:s, in We case baa a greater average rste of retum. 
RetlU"U ~ It bcNever, ext.eDd for a II10h loncer t.iae period. A.a 
ahoa1 It 1e clearly aon prot1table. fbe average rate of l'etum 
approach baa a biaa for bilh average, abort lived inve-..nta. 
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tleteaiD~a the deairabilit.J' of inYeatunta by ccapari.Dg praeeDt 
Yalue ot expeoted prooeec:la wi\h ~e present. value ot ou\laya. 
In det.ermnJnc pnllellt value, a rate ot dieooua\ tor tuture pi'OOeecle 
ia Dlltlecl. The diacotlllt uaed ia the eon ot capital fOr' the fil'lll1 
a cODOept not need'84 tor the preoeediDc aet.hoda and ODe which 
will eYentaall7 require couiclerable ~ to det.el'lli.ne jun what 
tbe coa ot capital ia tor a o.pany. !he detiDition unalq 
Wl8d ia tbat ate whioh an ilweat••n BlUet eam ill order· not h 
._. the i.lltereat ot COIIIIIOD st.ookholdera. 2 VDtil diaouailac 
tba oon ot capit.dl, tbe uauaptioa aacle will be that it ia the 
iDterea\ rate l'\ll1Jii in the •rtcat. Th1a Mkea the net presea 
nlue 118thod the .... as tbe v-c aet.hed d1aouaaed b,y tats' where 
\he ut pn•nt value ot an inveataeat is the aapitallsed ditferenoe 
be\weell tukre cron J"89'emle and oon atreau •3 
f. Ocap&riaon ot Yial.Al &ad •et. Preaent Value. Both 
the Jiald ad pz'eaen\ value ae'thoa oan be ueed 'to c:te\e:raine the 
ooi'NO\ 1111&8UJ'I8 of iDYestmen\ wonll tor iDYeatllenta conaiatiac ot 
a oaab outlq 1D the initial periocl followed onl.7 l:JT net cam rMeipta 
in auooeec:tiDg perJ.oc:la. 1 or acae DOAOODYentioaal. iDYeast.llellta ODl7 the 
•t pl''fUHmt valu aetbocl 18 applicable beoauM the yielcl aethoc:t renlta 
1D u equation, the solution ot which inYolvea iac1.Daz7 mabera. 
This ia one reaaoa Bi.ezaan and Sll1dt, prefer to taae tba present value 
method. 4 Conventional investments are the rule rather than 
the exception however. Furthermore, a simple technique will 
be described later which will handle the rare case where the 
* yield method gives an indeterminate equation. 
A more serious criticism of the yield procedure is 
raised by those who believe it may give less correct evalua-
tions of an investment than the present value method. 5 This 
allegedly occurs when there is a considerable discrepancy 
between the yield on an investment and the company's cost of 
capli.al. The discrepancy between results of the yield and 
present value methods is a result of the different way pro-
ceeds from the investment are treated. The present value 
method is more conservative in evaluating future profit 
prospects. The present value method implicitly assumes pro-
ceeds are reinvested at the company's cost of capital, the 
discount applied to future proceeds. The yield method as-
sumes proceeds are reinvested at the same rate as the yi'eld 
on the investment being considered. A simple example will 
illustrate the difference and point out the problem involved. 
Consider the hypothetical investment in alternative televi-
sion seta described below: 
* Nonconventional investment equations have no solution in real numbers. 
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'rtltrlfj,pn §It 
Bra.nd G 
Iu.r. Qat tv £rocotds Iitld Nff 9 5. 
0 $100 
--1 
-----
120 
2 
-
$120 20~ $27.89 
Brand Yl 0 1100 
---------1 
--... -
$100 
2 
__ ,_,,... $31.25 25" $23.58 
Compare the investments as follows: During period 
0, cash flows are identical. During period 1, cash flows of 
Brand W exceed those of Brand G by $80. During period 2, 
cash flow of Brand G exceeds that of Brand W by $88.75. The 
question now arises, is it desirable to forego •ao in year 1 
to receive $88.75 in year 21 The yield method says uno"; the 
net present value method says "yes". The correct answer of 
course depends on what other investment alternatives will be 
available when the proceeds are received in period 1. If the 
180 can be invested at that time at a rate that will return 
more than $88.75 by period 2t then Brand I is the better 
choice. Note that this return is over and above the return 
on the first $20 of proceeds, which will be received in either 
case. The maximum return on investments available must be 
' allocated to this i20, because it will be earned on the 120 
released by investing in Brand G. 
It 188.75 cannot be obtained in period 2 by invest-
ing the i80 in period 1, Brand G should be chosen. lf exact-
ly $88.75 will be received the two investments are equally 
desirable. This corresponds to a yield of 10.9% on the $80 
which we may call the indiffernce yield on the incremental 
cash flow, or simply the incremental flow indifference yield. 
Uemembering the definitions of yield and net pre-
sent value, it now becomes clear why the two methods give 
different results. The yifld approach assumes all proceeds 
/, 
will be compounded at twenty five percent. But in reality• 
the proceeds may nQ1 be reinvested at twenty five percent. 
In fact, we should be surprised to find investments in fu-
ture years offering exactly the same rate of return as in-
vestments offered to us now. The yield method, unles~ the 
proceeds are received in a single lump sum, is subject to 
an unbalanced bias in that it assumes future investments 
will be highly profitable if the investment being considered 
is highly profitable, and that future investments will not 
be highly profitable if the investment being considered is 
not highly profitable. It should be clear that future pro-
fit rates are not necessarily related to present rates in 
this manner, or any manner at all for that matter. 
The net present value method recognizes the fal-
lacy in the yield argument and attempts to correct this 
bias by making DQ estimate of future profits at all. In 
order to achieve this, proceeds are assumed reinvested at 
the cost of capital - 5~ ( discount rate ). Proceeds would 
not have a cost higher than the cost of capital because funds 
could be borrowed to take advantage of this situation. This 
17 
assumption unfortunately, is no more valid than that ot 
the yield method. Companies are in business because they 
expect they can make some profit unavailable to them else-
where. That is, the usual aaaumption for being in business 
is that the company expects to earn proceeds at a rate great-
er than its cost of capital. It they evaluate investment 
alternatives this year with the expectation of high present 
'V'alue, what logic should make them assume none will be avail-
able next year, or the year after of high profitability? 
Both the yield method and net present value method 
e_.~ in basic assumptions. The net present value method tends 
to view future investment pr,t,ape.cts too conservatively. Where 
the investment decisions differ using the two methods, the 
yield method will give the more optimistic appraisal of the 
future. Is one any better ~ the other? I believe the 
assumption that yield on fut~re investments will be the same 
.. aa yields on present investm~nts is the more valid assumption. 
This should be especially trbe if the alternatives oonsidered 
-. ,{ ' 
are short term investment~. ~.In the near future, investment 
yields may very well approximate those of present opportuni-
ties. 
Another factor favors the yield method. Investment•;· 
are commonly reported on and compared in terms of yields of 
70% on a proposed investment with currently available yields 
ot 15-20~ for a multitute of other investments, perhaps in 
18 
entirely unrelated fields. The investment immediately loolts 
attractive. Furthermore, the best estimate of the necessary 
yields on reinvestment ot proceeds from the .presently consid-
ered investment is at once available. Proceeds from the in-
vestment considered will have to he invested at 70% in order 
that the cu»rent investment will ultimately yield 70~. Com-
pare this with the abstractness of the net present value 
method where investments are reported in terms of dollars. 
Suppose an investment has a net present value of $50,000. 
Many investments could give a net present valu~ of $50,000. 
\ 
The required initial outlay may be i25,ooo, aspo,ooo or 
~ 
llo,ooo,ooo or any other figure. According to present value 
theory, the investment should be accepted. But if a person 
learned the required original investment was $5,000,000 he 
might be dubious, especially in view of the fact that no 
consideration is given to future investment prospects. Sup-
pose further that the investment yielded 15.5~ with a cost 
of capital of 15~. Both methods would advise him to accept 
the investment. But if he suspects yields on investments 
will rise in the near future, the wise investor might forego 
this investment to await the more profitable ones. It is 
tar easier to intuitively compare a yield of 15.5% with 
future yields than it is to compare an absolute figure of 
$50,000 with future present value dollar figures. 
19 
VI Madifitd Iield Mtthgd. The yield method of in-
vestment worth has many desirable fea.tures • l s there any 
modification that can be adapted. to it so we may eliminate the 
bia.eed estimates of yields on reiarreatmentl The answer is yes. 
If it were not for different evaluations of rein-
Yestrnent profits, the yield and present value methods would 
always render the same inYestment decision, and becautie nei-
ther method evaluates proceeds from reinYestment correctly, 
neither method can be considered entirely satisfactory. Unfor-
tun~tely• as in so many probleme dealing with that elusive 
unknown, tho future, nothing definite can be said about the 
magnitude of the rate of return on reinvestment proceeds. 
Almost any estimate is better than non-. however, or than an 
obviously biaHed one. ie should not feel badly then, if we 
make an estimate that is not precisely correct. There is 
even good reason to suspect that a careful estimate will be 
reasonably close to the true figure; close enough at leo.ft, 
th~t it is far better to use the •~timate than not to uso it. 
A minimum figure could be established for example, somewhere 
in the Yicinity of yields on essentially riskle~s investments 
such as Treasury Bonds. gxperience from the past will be 
helpful, as will knowledge of the present stage of the busi-
ness cycle for evaluating m&Aimum eatimatet~ of the future 
profit rate. Finally, an astute budget administrater may 
already have in mind several specific projects for the 
20 
future, for which he undoubtedly has made an admittedly rough 
estimate as to its profitability. All this is to say that 
the means are available to make some estima.te of future 
yields which although they may not be precisely accurate, will 
be much closer than no estimate or a chance estimate. Consi-
der an investment with 80~ yield and 5% cost of capital. The 
yield method estimate automatically that reinvestments will 
be compounded at 80~. The net present value method assumes 
a compounded rate of 5~. This is a wide discrepancy. Both 
rates cannot be correct. Which one should be used; if either 
is chosen the corresponding method must be chosen. It a 
method is chosen and then it is found that the other rate was 
more correct, a wide error may result. Any but the most in-
competent budget manager should be able to estimate a rate 
within 75%. 
The first question likely to be asked by critics 
is "of what value is a system that utilizes estimates such 
as these? It we can estimate future returns so freely and 
easily, why not make the same rough estimate for our present 
investment alternatives?" The answer to this criticism is 
three pronged. First, the investment alternatives presently 
being considered are spagifio alternatives, for which we have 
specific information, while the estimates for reinvestment 
proceeds are generalized estimates of the investment oppor-
tunities we expegt to be available in the future, not speci-
21 
tying what the investment might be. It specific future 
investment projects ~ known, then by all means, they should 
be used rather than the estimate tor investments in general. 
decond, proceeds from reinvestment occur in the more distant 
future than proceeds from the original investment and are of 
* less consequence as a result. Third and most important, 
business success is a result of fortune and application of 
skill. By whatever extent we can reduce our dependence on 
fortune, by that same extent do we reduce our likelihood of 
fa~ lure. 
Having m~de an estimate of the future profit rate, 
all that is needed~ is a metb.od to use it - lwhich is noY t 
f j ~ vV""'-· J.,__,..,.._,_..j ~ . ~ .r·~/ 
forthcoming f) ~~:t w~s mentio~ed earlier .. that. the onl; time ~he 
c X 
yield method corr.ttly evaluates the true rate of return is 
i 
when all the proce~ds are r•ceived in one lump sum payment, 
~;: 
or when all procee}ls are reinvested at the same rate as the 
y 
original investment. Ordinarily the yield method is a 
device for averaging the various return rates and is subject 
r}twv->l s ?-'-"'jt' ,....._,.'( "-+"-"-
to the weakness alrea.dy discussed. By using an estimate of 
the profit rate (s) from reinvestment we can arrive at a 
modified form of the yield method in which all the proceeds 
are considered as received in one lump sum payment. Consider 
the following investment proposals 
* See page 1 )4 for an example of this situation. 
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lui 0 1 2 3 4 5 
l)roceeds (400) 200 200 200 200 200 
Assumed yield rate 10" 10% 10~ 10~, 10% 
Dollar value at yr. 5 292 266 242 220 200 
It should :first be noted that the a.saumed yield 
rate for reinvestment of future proceeds need no~ :..~e a 
constant rate such a.s the 10- used in the illustration. 
Variations from year to year are not 011ly :;ossiblo but 
likely. The constant 10% was chosen merely for ease in 
illustration. 
The proceeds, each assumed to be reinvested. at 
the prevailing yield rate on receipt of proceeds (10-) are 
compounded until year 5. At year 5 the compounced proceeds 
have a lump swn value of ~292 .f. $266 .f. $242 .f. .-220 + i200 ::: 
~1220. i400 compounded at 25" yields ~1220 at the end of 5 
years. Ai·plying the yield method to this :1roblem gives a. 
yield rate of 4l.J'. Thus it is seen that the bias introduced 
by the yield rate can be considerable if no adjustment is 
made for future investments. The discrepancy is accou 1ted 
for ot eour::;e, by the difference in estimate made for the 
profitability of reinvented proceeds. The yield method 
assumes proceeds will be reinvested at 41~, com;oun~ed, 
while the modified yield method assunks the proceeds will 
be reinvested at 10% compounded annufl-lly, the ;,e, t estimate 
( at t~e present ) of the rate they can be reinvested at. 
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It should also be noticed that the net present 
value method using a 5;>~ discount rate gives a present value 
ot $465.90 to the investment, but the present value of ~1220 
received five years from now, with a 5~ cost of ca.pital is 
J556.1B, or 20% larger than the results of the net present 
value method. 
The yield method gave highly optimistic results; 
the net present value method gave pessimistic results com-
pared to the modified yield method. 
All. that remains now is to arrange the various 
capital expenditure alternatives into some form by means 
of which their relative desirability can be easily C<)mpared. 
;;LSuch a form is shown below.\ By listing projects according 
to descending profitability and increasing cost of invest-
ment, those projects which are most desirable are assured 
of being chosen, while every project whose adjusted yield 
exceeds the cost of capital is also assured of being chosen. 6 
1 The table is actually a schedule of the marginal profitabil-
ity of investment similar to a marginal revenue schedule in 
price - output analysis.)~-
24 
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~ :rr2 jes;t .t .s. £!:Y!!!i!lativ! Cg!!t 
A 30% $100,000 .· $loo.ooo 
B 22 J200,000 $300,000 
c 15 :;150,000 $450,000 
D 10 $300,000 3750,000 
E 3 $500,000 i!il,250,000 
. : 
The next step in the capital budgeting program 
is to compute the cost ot capital Yhich has been mention-
ed so often in the discussion to this point. 
CHA:i'TER II 
A firm must have some knowleclge of its co:st of 
capital if profitable investments are to oe accepted and 
unprofitable investments rejected. One simple solution 
is to assume internally generated funds have no cost while 
borrowed funds have a cost equal to their interest rate. 
~ 
This approach certainly is simple but it is a.~ so,< incorrect. 
Internally generated funds have a cost at Le&·st equal to 
that return which could be earned by investing externally. 
Borrowed funds ma.y or ma.y not have a. cost equal to their 
interest rate. It is one thing to talk about a firm's 
cost ot ca.pi tal or to say what is not the cost of caui ta.l, 
but another to define it, and as will be seen, still 
another to calculate it. 
I Some common !p!Jroacbes to cost of cp.1>i t~~.• 
There is no way to prec~sely determine a firm's 
cost of capital but the concept is so important everyone 
concerned with the capital budgetin~ problem has found 
some way ·to estimate it. 7 Ti:e simplest way to estimate rt 
of course, is to pull a number out of a hat and call it 
the cost of capital. A somewhat better method is to ask 
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a friend in some other company what figure he uses. l'erhaps 
your cost is the same a.s his. A third method might be to 
pull a number out of a. hat, or ask a friend or an accountant 
what figure might be appropriate and then add a sizable 
amount such as 5, 10, or 15~ as a safety margin. None of 
these methods are satisfactory. 
Most serious attempts to determine a cost of 
capital start by breaking the capital structure down into 
component sources such as debt, common stock, preferred stock, 
and retained earnings. An estimate is made of the cost of 
each capital source and finally a weight is given to each 
component cost in proportion to its relationship to total 
capital. An "average" cost of capital can thus be estimated 
for use in determini11g cutoff points for investments. 'l'his 
approach will be reviewed briefly, followed. by my own approach 
which is based on the belief that there isf r1o such thing as 
a "cost of common stock ea. pi tal", "cost of;; preferred stock 
capital", "coat of debt capital" etc., but rather a "cost of / 
investment and structure capital". 
Debt Capital 
The cost of debt capital is generally considered 
to be the "current effective interest rate for long term 
securities of tiie specific firm being studied". This is 
Bierman and Smidt's interpretation. 8 Dean says "cost of 
debt capital raises few important problem~, since bond prices 
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depend on a fairly narrow range of factors ••• as a result, 
estimates of debt cost can be made highly precise ••• and 
when debt and equity are combined to find the total cost 
of capital, errors in interest cost are negligible."9 
~ £! Common Stock Qapital 
Bireman and Smidt define this as being equal to 
the return required by common stockholders. 10 Thus if new 
stock is issued at a price lower than the current market 
price, the cost of these new funds will be higher than that 
of present common stock. Bierman and Smidt also propose a 
theory of stock values for use in estimating common stock 
cost of ca.pi 'tal." 
r • D0 / P0 t g 
where: r a cost of common stock capital 
n0: current cash dividend rate 
P0: current market price per share 
g • expected annual percentage rate of increase in 
future dividenda expressed as a decimal fraction 
A more sophisticated version includes an allowance 
for capital gains (for one period). 12 
r = n0 ..,.(P1 _ P0 ) 
l'o- Do 
where: r : cost of common stock capital 
Do= current cash dividend rate 
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P0: current market price per share 
P1• previous market price per share 
Cos~ ~ Retaineq Earninas 
The cost of retained earnings is an opportunity 
cost which depends on the value of a cash dividend to the 
stockholders. If price of the stocks is not cha.ni{ed by a 
decision ~o re~in dividends the cost of retained earnings 
would be the same as the cost of capital for the outstanding 
common stock if personal income tax rates are ignored. 
The average cost of capital is a weighted average 
of the components. rhe optimum capital structure is found 
by as~igning differen~ proportions to the various componen~s 
; 13 
until a minimum avera~& cost of capital is found. 
Finally recognition is given to t~ fact that the 
market will probably not value the capital mi~ in such a 
m~1ner as to give an actual cost of capital e~actly equiva-
lent to that determined by the weighted average computations. 
No specific adjustment is recommended, other than the general 
advice to take the matter into consideration. 
The approach advocated i11 this thesis differs from 
the component parts approach described above primarily in 
that it places stronger emphasis 011 the relationship between 
investments undertaken, capital mix, and market pr ice. 
example, one usually implied assumption of the component 
For 
approach is that the market does not significantly alter the 
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risk associated with holding a security as a result of a 
decision to invest in the projects considered, or as Bierman 
and ~'midt put it, "the purchase of a plant to make glass 
would not significantly change the public image of that 
14 
corporation." One obvious case where such an assumption 
wo~ld not be valid is that of a company considering diversi-
fic,ation. An aircraft company for exa.'llple might !Je consider-
ing investing in diversified products such as electronics 
equipment and mobile homes, as an alternative to continued 
expansion in the aircraft industry. Investors ·would most 
lik~ly re-evaluate the risks associated with this company. 
Corporate mobility such as this is frequently found today. 
Any shift in public view of the corporate image will have 
an effect on the cost of capital which must be considered 
' in .estimating the cost of capital. 
A second criticism of the component approach is 
thalt it may tend to underestimate the market reaction to 
'· 
a cra.nge in fcapi tal structure. 
seen in the cost of debt funds. 
One indication of this is 
The cost of debt capital 
is viewed as being closely related to the going interest 
rate for those fund.s. It will be shown, however, that 
debt funds may have a cost equal to several times their 
interest rate due to adverse market reaction. This possi-
bility is considered in the component approach, but the 
tendency to underestimate the effect is very strong; strong 
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because it is not explici.itly considered in co1nputing the cost 
) 
of debt ca. pi tal, because :great emphasik> is placed itl the re-
sulta.nt weighted average cost of capital which has not yet 
considered it, and because its effect is relegated to a 
final adjustment of the weighted average cost while no speci-
fic procedure for making; the adjustment is proposed. 
All attempts to estima.·te the cost of capital must 
center on a.n effort to determine some investment rate of 
return below which the o\Yners of the firm would be better ott 
if the investu1ont is .tot made. '.l.'he most ~~eneral definition 
of cost of capital will ~ben be that iuterua.J. rate of return 
required in order that the owners will be no worse off for 
having made the investment. 15 This rate, when found, will 
>. 
be the cutoff rate for i$vestment projects. 
Owners are dir~ctly benefited or injured by o.nly 
two factorss changes in ~arket price of the stock ~ld cpanges 
./ 
in dividend rates. The ~ltimate goal of investment proJects 
is to increase the stockbolder•s net worth either by paying 
an increased dividend or ~y increasing the marliet price of 
the stock. Regardless of~how profitable a company may be, 
~ -
the stockholders (except ~t liquidation of course) cannot 
share in the company's gopd fortune unless the directors 
vote a larger dividend ort the ma.rke·t appraises the stock at {. 
a. higher price. 
Fluctuations injthe market price of a stock may be 
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due to a multitude of causes. Prices of stocks in general 
may be rising or falling; the price of any single stock may 
rise or fall somewhat in tune with prices in general evea 
though there appears to be no reason for the fluctuation in 
terms of a compa.ny' s operal;ions. Prices also fluctuate due 
to heavy buy or sell orders from large stocltholders. There 
may also be purely random variations in price. These varia-
tiona, although they do cause changes in the instantaneous 
eost of capital, are of relatively minor importance to the 
c&:vit$.1 budgeting administratorf minor, because they are 
indepep.dent of any internal decision made by the company. 
{ 
·,~ 
k Changes in market price resulting from internal 
'~ 
decisions are important to the administrator. Adjustments 
,-< 
in market price resulting from internal decisions will be a 
~ 
'i 
real g,._in or real loss to the stockholder. A price drop 
presum:P-bly means the market has re-evaluated the present 
f 
value of future proceeds from holding the stock at a new 
and lower level. If atockholders are not to be injured 
some way must be found of keeping the stock price at the 
current level, rather that at some new and lower level. 
II The price earninss ratio approach to cost 
ot capital. 
The link between operations of the firm and 
price of the stock is the earnings accruing to the stock-
holders. When earnings increase to a new level, market 
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. 
price for the stock price increase will depend on many 
/;(factors. Two of the most important factors will be the 
expected new dividend rate and the new risk assumed by 
holding the common stoclt at the new price level. ~-hatever 
the new equilibrium price level is, there will be a new 
price-earnings ratio that reflects the market sentiment. 
Forecasting this price earnings ratio (which is the market 
forecast of the firm•s prospects) will be a key problem in 
estimating the cost of capital. ~Stocks of some companies 
fluctuate more with respect to dividends declared, but this 
only serves to hide the true relationship between price and 
earnings, which are the source of dividends. The effect of 
changes in the dividend rate will be considered later as a 
separa.·te problem in determining the cost of capital. 
The emphasis placed on the price earnings ,ratio 
is well founded considering the important role it is given 
by security analysts and investors. Analysts will recommend 
stocks as a "good buy" because the price earnings ratio is 
currently lower than other stocks of similar risk or because 
the price earnings ratio is expected to rise sometime in the 
near future. 
Once the new price earnings ratio bas been fore-
casted, computing the cost of capital will be relatively 
simple. Some new level of earnings will be required to keep 
the stock price from falling. The after tax earnings required 
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will simply be the ~ld market_ price per share divide.d by 
the new price- earnings ratio, multiplied by the total 
. -----~---· -----------· 
number of shares outstanding after the new financing. 
Dividends, taxes, interest, and flotation costs will 
require the net opera~ing income to be increased more 
than net income to maintain the required after tax earnings 
per share. The required change in NOI* will be the added 
cost to the firm. This is the additional amount of earn-
ings which must be produced by investments in order to 
avoid harming the interests of the old common shareholders. 
'fhe net amount of funds made available to the firm after 
flotation costs is the capital for which we want to find 
a cost. The cost of capital is the ratio of the additional 
earnings required to the new funds obtained, or simply the 
change in net operating income due to new financing. ,-< 
/ 
I With the emphasis shifted to the level of earni •gs 
required to avoid injuring the common stockholder, it would 
be inappropriate to think of various components of capital 
as having separate, indentifiable costs. *hen new funds are 
is::.ued, the market makes a new evaluation of the prospect:.> 
of the firm. 'fhat evaluation is made in terms of an earn-
ings forecast and ri~k judgement considering the projects 
which the company will invest in an<i the unique ca. pi tal 
* Net Operating Incolle 
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structure it will operate with. If some other capital mix 
were used, another price-ea.rni.&gs foreca.;.t would have to be 
made for that particular capital mix and the cost of capital 
then computed. The two mixes could then be compared in 
terms of their respective costs of capital, but they could 
not be compared in terms of component parts. 
Two aspects of this approach are worth menti !Ding. 
First, the cost of the firm's present capital is the earnings-
price ratio. Second, if new funds are required and a choice 
must be made between mutually exclusive methods of financing, 
the costs of these alternatives are t~e costs associated 
with attaining tn~ new mix. Thus the marginal costs of 
mutually exclusive. ~1 terna.ti ves are directly com pa.rabl e .. ~ 
Several ,e~amples of the application of this approach 
~ 
will be given, after which some further as1)ects of the cost 
of capital will b~ discussed.~ ~ 
III .. Hy!othe~i£!1 E~amples of the Cost of CaJ2ital. 
Assume the following facts about a hypothetical 
~ 
company. Current/net operating income is $400,000, earnings 
are taxed a.t a fifty per cent rate, ear;;.ags after taxes are 
i2.00 per share o~ 100,000 shares outstanding. Price is $20 
per share and il,OOO,OOO additional capital is needed for 
investment purposes. Determine the cost ot capital f:)r the 
new capital structures if (1) 5% bonds, (2) common stock, 
(3} 7% prefer red stocl-t is i:o:~ued to finance the investment. 
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Assume (A) no change in price earnings ratio, (B) a drop 
from 10/1 to 8/1, and {C) an increase from 10/1 to 11/1. 
A. No change in P/E lOLl; 
la. 5~ Bonds at Rar-no floiation costs (nfc)* 
Required earnings after taxes to 
maintain $20 price 
Taxes 
Earnings before taxes 
Interest 
Net operating income 
NOI INCREASEs $50,000 
$200,000 
oos.o~ $40,00:: 
18·000 ~4,000 
Cost of capital: 50 1 000/1,000,000 = 5% 
The cost of capital is equal to the interest rate. 
lb. 5~ Bonds at pa£-n56,000 flotation costs 
t>,)c, o o o ~ 
No. of bonds req'da 1050 
Req.uired earnings a.fter taxes 
Taxes 
Earnings before taxes 
Interest 
Net Operating Income 
NOI INCREASE: $52,500 
i200,000 
200,000 
$400,000 
52.500 
$452,500 
Cost of capital: 52,500/l,OOO,OOO: 5,25~ 
Flotation costs do not greatly increase the cost of 
capital so long as they are a small fraction of 
the total funds required and the P/E remains constant. 
2. Common stock-sold at $2Q nfc 
No. of shares needed:. l,ooo ,oo0/20 : so ,ooosh •. ~ 
Required earnings after taxes 
Taxes 
Net operating income 
* nfc: no flotation costs 
1300,000 
i)QO,OOQ 
~600,000 
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,'10 I lNCUASSa 
Coat of capitnl: 200 1 000/l,C>OO,;mo = 201& 
Common stoclt ie more costly then bonds due tt> tn.ll;ee, 
•'•quired oarni:ltJS after taxes 
Taxes 
Net operating income 
i$140,000 
.:ost of capi to.l; il40,000/l ,000,000 : 14~ 
B"' isua.:•t5 ' in, i'tis~ .. i:!iraias:o ltt&q 12 BLI• ~ /A .. >lc J 
1. §! nsea4e • _Jlt9. 
2. 
tequirau earnings after taxes 
Tax.es 
(~rnintts bef'r)re taxea 
lntere::•t 
Set oper&ting income· 
Coat of co. pi tal: il50,000/l,OOO,OOO : 15,;~ 
i~oquirctd shares: l,ooo,000/16 
f~equired e;~rni ng~; o.tter te...'Les 
TBXO$ 
~et 01.!ereting income 
62,500 
.;;406,000 
:i.Q6,QQQ 
if812,000 
Coat of ce.pita.l: J412,000/l,OOO,OOQ : 4lr·;. 
f The required 
620/share is 
~,, ~ fv.--u, 
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1: -t 2.S x /6~,s--oc -:::~o6,.J.s<:. 
Required earnings per share to maintain 
120 market price: i2. 50/ share, 
Required earnings after taxes 
Taxes 
Net operating income 
NOI INCREASE; i240,000 
Cost of capital: $240,000/1,000,000 = 24~ 
c. Price ~a.rnings IL~tio Inc.rea.ses jio 11/1: 
1. 5~ Bonds at ~ar-nfc 
Required earnings per share to maintain 
$20 market pricea $1.82/share, 
Required earnings after taxes $182,000 
Taxes 182100Q 
.Earni11gs before taxes .364,000 
Interest §Q 1 QOO Net Operating Income i414,000 
NOI INCREASE: $14,000 
', 
Cost of capitals il4,000/l,OOO,OOO - 1.4% 
2. £2mmoq Stock-Sales frice ,t22/!hare ... nfs., 
Nwnber of shares req~ired: 4>,860 
Rid . ifl h ti •t• equ re earn1ngs p _ s are . :P mal.n a~n 
120 market prices ,82/sha~. 
Required earnings a.t)er taxeJ $263,465 L! 
Taxes ' ~6§.~6§ 
Net operating income $520,930 
NOI INCREASEs $120 1 930 
Cost of capital: 8120,930/1,000,000: 12.1% 
I _ o 1 ~ ,"'5-~f :::: j4-s:/ .J>t 0 .J h.u -:1 
p-r;totttJ 5--/uiv1.-l..! --1- 45'" iJ" 
I _ 1 ~6S 2• 
-j I ,f? ::2 ;1. N-S/ Jl/o - . .2- 65; 
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3. £referred - 7! - p&r - ntc 
Earnings required after taxes 
·Taxes 
Net Operating income 
NOI INCREASE& ~104,000 
Cost of Capital: Jll04,000/l,OOO,OOO - 10.4% 
It can be seen that relatively small changes in 
the price-earninr~s ratio can have very great effects on the 
cost of capital associated with an additional issue of new 
capital. 
Deciding whether or not to retain earnings requires 
similar computations. If earnings are retained the stock· 
must increase in price by the &m';Unt of dividends withheld 
if the stockholder is to be no worse off for the retention. 
Furthermore, the retention may cause a change in the price-
earnings ratio depending on what the market ex~9ects the 
profits to be on the reinvested proceeds. 16 In general, the 
price-earnings ratio would r se if th~e stockholders expect 
the proceeds to be reinveste, at a r8jte greater than the 
piesent rate of return on net wo,rth ~d would fall .if the 
proceeds are expected to be lainvestk a.'t a. rate lower than 
the present rate of return on net worth which would indicate 
a poor decision was made in retaining the earnings. One case 
where this might not be true is that of a company with a rep-
utation for paying stable dividends and has attracted those 
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investors purchasing stock strictly on the bases of dividend 
yield. 
Three simple examples will illustrate the J)rocedure. 
Assume the same original date as in the previous illustrations. 
Also assume the current dividend rate is $1. 
If the entire dividend is withheld from the stock-
holder the market price must rise one dollar in order to leave 
him no worse off. The cost of ca.pi tal using va.rious price-· 
earnings ratio assumptions followsa 
I P/E: 10/1 
r.;tock .Price to leave the common shareholder no worse offa $21 
Required earnings after taxes 
Taxes 
Net Operating Income 
NOI INOUASEa 
$210,000 
2~,000 ~4 ,ooo 
$20,000 
Cost of ~apital: i20,000/100,000 : 20% 
1/ P/Ea 8/1 
Stock Price required: $21 
I~equired earnings after taxes 
Taxes 
Net Operating Income 
NOI INCREASE: $135,000 
Cost of capital; $135,000/100,000 : 
v P/Ea 11/1 
Stock Price required; $21 
Required earnings after taxes 
Taxes 
Net Operating Income 
135% 
~191,000 
12l,OQQ 
$383,000 
NOI INCREASE: $18,000 
(the earnings should l>e retained in any case.) 
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V. ~her {<U!sidttttiqn! in petemining ]he Co§t gg, 
._iii ta._. 
Some implications of this approach to cost of 
capital analysis must be understood before it is applied 
automatically. 
The company is not concerned with benefiting the 
stockholders when searching for the cost of capital. This 
follows logically from th:e definition of cost of capital ... 
The company will be concerned with benefitting the stock-
bolder when the cost of capital is compared with returns 
trom investment alternitivea. 
The well being of stockholders can be measured by 
present marltet value and dividends received. This is a rea-
sonable assumption and was discussed previously, but well 
being here r:mst be understood to mean the measure of whether 
his interests are being damaged or not. 
The market price is the capitalized value of the 
stock. This was also discussed earlier at which time it 
was indicated that the market price can and does fluctuate 
tor reasons other than changes in earnings or in the capital-
ization rate. These fluctuations do r1o·t concern us much how-
ever, for neither we nor anyone else ha.s much control over 
thea. We are only concerned with those fluctuations which 
are a direct result of a capital budgeting decision. For 
these fluctuations the eapi talization concept L. a valid 
tool of analysis. 
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The market m~tes an accurate evaluation of price. 
This may or may not ap1~oximate the truth. It would not be 
true when the market is composed of uniformed investors. 
So far nothing has been said about the time concept 
involved in estimating the coat of capital. This is unfortu-
nate becauseithe time concept is important. It has been left 
out until now to avoid undue contusion in applying the tech-
niques used ;in computing the cost of capital. Joel l)ean has 
such excellfnt discussion on this point I have taken the 
] 
liberty of tuoting it verbatim: 
At ~ome point, a decision must be made on the 
tillM period involved in the estimate. The 
chciice lies amon,:;; ( 1) a l9ng run average of 
pa't years, (2) a projection of long term 
tuturec costs, (3) current spot costs, compu• 
te~ continuously (or a.nnua.lly at capita~ bud-
ge~ing time) and (4) spot cost at the t1me · 
flptation is contemplated. The ,fou\'_possibil-
i~les usually differ significantly. 
,; Iq principlet the decision on whe;re to cut off 
ca.·: pi tal expendi ·t,ures and Yhen to ·~· upplement 
i4ternal funds from external sour es 1 ~hould be g4verned by current cost of capit 1. r 
't !: ,. 
:f The cost of capital used in thi~ thesis is essentia-
lly spot kost at time of flotation; essentially that is, 
~ because 'he price earnings ratio is a. momentary estimate com-
puted ilmfiediately subsequent to flotation, but the dividend 
is an annual dividend. Since the dividend is usually small 
compare~ to price a.nd the time involved is one year or less, 
the distbrtion should not be too great. In practiGe it will 
' 
1 j 
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probably be desirable to consider an annual spot cost at 
capital budgeting time.j 
Nothing has been mentioned about the effect of 
individual preferences and tax rates of the stockholders on 
the price ea.rni:1gs ratio. This will become an important v 
problem where stockholders have widely diversified risk and 
dividend preferences, and widely distributed, 
The most critical factor in estimating the cost of 
capital will be the price-earning forecast. Little can be 
said about that problem here except in an actual applieation 
it will have to be estimated quite accurately using the best 
methods available. These might include studies of other 
companies in similar situations together with studies of 
reaction to prio•r decisions of the firm in question. 
Not all companies have markets for their stock. 
Bow then is the price-earnings ratio to be forecasted? the 
principles are the same but the problem may be more difficult. 
Just such a problem is analyzed in Part II. 
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PART II 
CHAPTER I\ 
QLSON' S STN{E COAcH MOTEN 
In July, 1960, the officers of Olson•s Stage Coach 
Motel, Inc. were considering what capital expenditures they 
should make in view of the existing competitive situation. 
EARitX HIS'fORI 
Olson*s Stage Coach Motel is a thirty unit, two 
story brick colonial motel located five miles south of 
Youngstown., 
Inj;erchange 
--
Ohip and four miles north of Ohio Turnpike 
1 Six~een on State Route Seven. Mr. and Mrs. 
j, 
Charles Olson b~ilt the motel in 1952 after selling their 
·. \. 
' home and taking an extensive vacation trip visiting other 
motels and talking with experienced motel operators. 
Construction was started in September, 1952 and 
completed fn March, 19531 on the original fifteen brick 
units and frame center section. Ten of the fifteen units 
were of average motel bedroom size, accommodating either one 
double or two single beds. Three rooms were considerably 
larger, accommodating two double beds plus a double hidaway 
bed. The center section contained a small office which also 
served as a television lounge, a large living room, kitchen, 
and storage room on the first level with four bedrooms and 
two baths on the second floor. A basement in the center 
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section served as an office for Mrs. Olson who did the book-
workJ the basement also contained the heating unit for the 
entire motel, a small laundry room, and a storage room for 
tools. Construction was of the highest quality. 
The motel opened in April, 1953. The Olson's hoped 
to attract a large number of commercial guests who called on 
. 
the business and industrial companies of the Youngstown area, 
and in addition they expected to benefit from the tourist 
traffic on the Pennsylvania Turnpike, and on the Ohio Turn-
pike-which was not yet completed. 
The downtown Youngstown area had only two good 
hotels. Both of these were quite old and neither was consid-
ered a first class motel. The larger of the two was owned 
by a national hotel chain, while the smaller was locally 
owned. The room shortage in the Youngstown area was generally 
considered to be acute, so that neither hotel was likely to 
have many vacant rooms during the week when commercial men 
were on the road. The Olson's hoped to attract some of this 
business to the Stage Coach. 
Downtown Youngsto~ Yas only a. ten minute drive 
from the Stage Coach on Iioute Seven, which was a. main street 
in Youngstown. In addition, the motel offered a more pleasant 
suburban atmosphere than downtown and free parking spaces 
were available for every guest. The Olson's believed these 
advantages would entice a sizeable amount of commercial trade 
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to their motel. Furthermore, the atmosphere at the Stage 
Coach was deliberately intended to be more personal and more 
casual than that found in the downtown hotels. 
The New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Indiana 
toll roads would form complete networks of a direct turnpike 
road between New York City and Chicago when completed. The 
Olson's thus expected Youngstown to be a. convenient overnight 
stopover for tourists travelling between the east coast and 
Chicago and visa versa because Youngstown is located approxi-
mately 550 miles west of New Yo.rk City and 400 miles east of 
Chib;~go. Before completion of the Ohio Turnpike, all traffic 
to and from the Pennsylvania Turnpike was directed to u. s. 
224, a.n east-west highYay cro,J•blg Ohio Route Seven one block 
n6rth of the Stage Coach i\•otel. 
At the time the Stage Coach was build, only two 
other modern motels were in business on the South Side of 
Youngstown• The Town House, a thirty unit motel, was located 
on the west side of Route Seven two miles north of the proposed 
{ 
turnpike interchange. The Williams Motel, also thirty units, 
was located pne half mile north of the Stage Coach on the west 
side of Route Seven (Market Str9et). An older cottage type 
motel known at this time as the Hess Motel was located one 
block north of the Stage Coach at the intersection of routes 
seven and 224.* 
Business volume grew steadily at the Stage Coach 
* Now known as the Colonial 1'·1otel. 
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as more and more men learned of the accommodations on 
Youngstown's South Side. The Olson's catered to this group 
and soon found that a substantial part of their volume was 
due to repeat business form the commercial trade. Many 
guests started staying regularly at the Stage Coach. Mr. 
Olson recalled that some guests have stayed regularly at 
the :tage Coach ever since the motel opened. 
Nearly all of the tourist business came from 
turnpike traffic. The Pennsylvaaia Turnpike ended at the 
Pennsylvania state line located twelve miles south-east of 
the 1motel. The Stage Coac~ was the first modern motel 
~ ' travellers found after lea~ing the turnpike and the last 
' ~ 
found by those tourists travelling east towards the turnpike. 
During the busy summer season, -.ccommodations were so scarce 
that tourists who traveled late often found that no rooms 
were available in motels within a radius of thirty to forty 
miles of Youngstown. The Olson's, looking forward to the 
day when demand might not be so great, often stayed up until 
the early hours of the morning finding rooms for persons who 
' stopped at their motel after it was filled. No charge was 
made for this service. but everyone for whom accommodations 
were found was urged to return to the .Stage Coach if they 
ever planned to stay in the Youngstown area again. 
shortly after the Stage Coach opened, several 
other motels were constructed along Market Street. * 
* See exhibit 1. 
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Qpenipg of the Ohio Turnpike 
The Ohio Turnpike was opened in the fall of 1954. 
Exit Sixteen (:route seven) was the first exit travelling 
west and the last exit travelling east on the turnpike. 
The Youngstown motel operators were not certain Whether 
the completion of tbe turnpike would help or hurt their 
business. Although it was almost certain to bring an 
increase in tourist trart1c to the area. the operators 
wen at:raid that the traveller's would not be aware of 
the by now large number ot motel rooms in the Youngstown 
area and would thereto:re drive on to some. other exit. 
In order to offset this possible disadvantage, 
the operators arranged to lease a large billboard that 
was to be constl'Ucted on land adjacent to the turnpike 
toll booths at the entrance tram the Pennsylvania Turn• 
pike. 'fhe Ohio Turnpike OOIIIIIiaaion vigorously opposed 
billboards adjacent to the tumpike on the grounds that 
billboards would desecrate the landscape. The Commission 
threatened to plant large tHea in front of any billboards 
eonatruoted in view ot the turnpike. Nevertheless. the 
group planned to go ahead ld. th ooaatruction of the board 
because it was located oa a bill 'tllere it would be prac-
tically tmpoas1ble to erect any object Which would ob-
at~ct a ole ar Tiew ot it. The Youngstown district was 
th• largest motel area on the turnpike. 1-erhaps because 
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the7 Wl/'8 atraid other areas might tollow the lead ot the 
Youngstown group the commission arranged a meeting with 
the Youngstown group ot motel operntors to discuss the 
situation. The meeting was held at the Stage Ooaoh Motel 
in the spring ot 19.5.5. The results ot the meeting we1'8 ot 
considerable impo-rtance to all motel operators hoping to 
sha.e in the business generated by the turnpike. 
The motel operators agreed not to constl"Uct any 
billboard or sign ot any sort in view of the Ohio Turnpike. 
They al.ao agNed to a code ot opez-ating standards proposed 
by the Oommiasion. In return tor these concessions the 
Commission built reflecting sigps ot a distinctive color 
and placed them a tew miles 1:tetore each exit. The signs 
announced that a motel ana wu available at the next exit 
and listed the total number of rooms available there and also 
the number available at the tollowing exit. Further, the 
Commission agreed to prOhibit toll collectors trom dissem-
inating 8ll'1 information regRCling motels in the area other 
than to give each inquirlng motorist a pamphlet l!ating the 
names and locations of all mot;els approved b7 the Ohio 
Turnpike Oammiaaion. Signs were posted advising motorists 
seeking motel accommodations to inquire at toll gates tor 
these pamphlets. Every motel than in opera.tion 1n the 
Youngstown area was accepted tor listing in the pamplet 
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but a maximum distance requittement was included suoh that 
ar:ry new motel oonstl"Ucted farther than five miles tl"om any 
turnpike interchange would not be approved for listing. 
Tel"m8 of the &gtteement were stl"iotly enforced. 
One toll collector was immediately tired when it was learned 
he had been dil"eoting tratrio to a small motel located just 
south ot the Youngstown exit. Amotel was later construc-
ted jU,a:t .$00 teet farther from the turnpike than the motel 
originally tarthe•t trom the interchange but this motel was 
denied approval tram the Turnpike Oammission beceuae it was 
more than tive miles troa the exit. 
The Olson• a felt this agNement was an acceptable 
compromise, first beoause all motorists Who picked up the 
pamphlet or noticed the signs would reelize that the Young• 
atown exit had the largest number of motel rooms, and second 
because motorists Who read the pamphlet would also realize 
that there were several motels that e.lthough not visible from 
the exit, were located ~thin a tew minutes drive trom the 
exit. The Stage Coach Motel tell into this category. 
Iacreaains.OS~Qet1tion 
Competition tor business notioably increased as 
other motels were built in the Youngstown area. Most of 
these were located near the turnpike exit. but two larger 
motels were built in downtown Youngstown. 
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The net etteot ot the motel expansion in the 
Youngstown area was to deerease somewhat the year round 
demand tott rooms at the staae Ooaoh and other motels 
located neat' it. Motels located close to the turnpike 
usually tilled up first during the sumner tourist season 
but seldom had much business in the winter. The two down• 
town motels enjoyed a fairly l'egulw year round oomnercial 
business during the week, but seldom had much business ovell' 
the weekends even during the summer. 
'!'be Stage Coach had built up a sizeable volume 
ot l'epeat commero~ al buaineas and also had succeeded in 
building a good tourist business during the ~r months. 
The Olson's noticed an increasing tendency ot 
guests to prater largel' motels and motels offering tree 
conveniences such as air conditioning and television. Room 
air oonditionera had been plaoe4 in moat ot guest rooms by 
1955 and television seta were available tor those guests 
who wanted them, 
Easean•109 
During the winter ot 1955-56 the Olsonta decided 
to add fifteen more units to the fifteen original units. 
This decision was baaed primarily on the increased operating 
eft1cienciea they believed would result from the added units 
and because they believed demand tor rooms wa~anted such an 
expansion. A secondary consideration however. was the re-
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cognition ot the g:ttOWing desire of guests to stay at 
l«Pger and more pretentious establishments, ~d ot their 
desire tor more and more tree services, fhe Olson's telt 
the stage Coach could not atterd to grant these aePVices 
without adding additional rooms. 
Oonatruotion was started on the new roams in 
April or 1956 but was net completed until January, 1957, 
The addition was also a two story brick structure and 
most ot the rooms were similar to, but so.mewhat larger 
than the o:xsiginal rooms. A thirty by thirty toot confer-
ence room was also included in the addition because there 
had been aome demand for this type ot room trom commercial 
men, and occasionally trom groups who planned small con-
ventions and conterences in the Youngstown area but were 
unwilling to stay at a motel without a large central meeting 
~ 
A tull bathroom was built into the oontennce room 
and a small combination stove•sink•re.trigerator unit was 
purohaaed so that cold drinks or oottee could be served it 
desired. 'l'wo t:idaway beds were put in the room so that it 
could be used as a oonterenoe ~'in the dq end as a bed-
room at night it necess~. 
'l'elepbone 0& g Business 
Shortly atter the new units were oompleted Mrs. 
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Olson reached an agreement with the Cleveland office of the 
Ohio Bell Telephone Co. whereby the Stage Coach would receive 
a substantial Sl'l{ount ot business trom the telephone company. 
The Cleveland office had responaibility for the classified 
section ot the YO'Ullgstown telephone book. Each year the 
Cleveland otfie~ sent several men and women to Youngstown 
during the week for about thNe months to obtain advertise• 
ments tor the directory. Jlrior to 1957, the group stayed 
at one ot the downtown hotels, In 1957 the telephone company 
took over the entire new addition. including the conference 
room, of the stage Ooaeli Motel. The sz;-oup came to Youngstown 
Sunday night and sta,red until Friday afternoon. Mrs. Olson 
allowed the telephone company a small discount and gave them 
the use of the conference room tree of charge, but the. added 
volume d\uting the slow season was such that the agreement was 
highly protitable to the motel. Tbe Olson's weN particularly 
pleased becawse the telephone oompany usually placed two per-
sons 1n each room., which increased the room zaental, and because 
the group came on Sunday nights, when rooms were othel"Wiae 
largely vacant. Other motel operators complained vociferously 
to the telephone company, charging that the eompany should have 
split the business up among several motels. The telephone 
comparty' however, was satisfied with arrangements at the stage 
Ooaoh and retuaed to split t~ business. 
A similar agreement was made in 1958 but i'n 1959 one 
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motel operator and the downtown hotel where they formerly 
stayed complained so vehemently that a token group was sent 
to eaoh ot these establiaw.ztta. In 1960 the telephone 
company divided the business ~proximately one third to one 
halt at the Stage Coach with the balance split between the 
downtown hotel and the ether motel. 
Some commercial buatneaa had been lost because of 
the agre_.nt with the telephone oampany and the Olson's were 
aout.ly aw&l"e ot this. Ocouioaally a regular guest had to 
be tumed down becauae all rooJU weN taken, so that he had 
to aeoure a room elsewhere. w.. Olson felt that although the 
situation was undesirable, it had not occurred trequentl'y 
enough to oause much 111 wUl. J'urthermore, there were some 
benet1o1al side effects also. 
Kaoh telephone man had his own car and because there 
were usually two men in each rOom the Stage Ooaoh parking lot 
was often tilled to ovePflowing: other motels usually only had 
a few cars parked in their lots. The dit.terence was noticable 
and in .tact was noticed by ma:D7 townspeople and guests at other 
mot.la. 
Over the years Mr. Olson felt that this favorable 
effect ottaet tor the most part the occasional hard feelings 
caused by having to turn down a ~gular guest. A considerable 
anount ot local commercial referral business was genepated trom 
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townspeople who said "We lmow yours must be the best motel 
because you are filled even when tho others are empty" • Alao., 
several new commercial guests mentioned they stopped in because 
\ 
they had heax-d that the telephone company stayed at the Stage 
Coach,. 
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During the first part of July, 1960 the Olson' a learned 
that the Cleveland office of the telephone company would no 
l~r be sending a group to Youngstown to ma1-:e up the Youngs-
tOWD. olaaaified dirootoey. The Akron offioe would take over 
this responsibility 1n the .fUture. Furthermore, the managor 
ot the Akron oti"ioe ue.lled the Olson's and made a,ntangementa 
to house a group of about 1.2 men at the Stage Ooaoh for a 
period of about throe montns besinning in tha latter part ot 
~stA This schedule would be followed in the fUture rather 
than sending the group to Youngstown in Janus.ry, February and 
Ms:rch.- (Note: the last claasi.tied direotoey prepared by the 
Oleveland group was complete in every respect p_ltr;ough it was 
only to be used about six months. Similarly, the d1 reo tory 
to be prepared by the Akron group was a complete directory, 
Thus telephone users in the Youngstown distPiot would be 
issued two classified directories in 1960 rather thwn one.) 
Demand for RoomB tram Tourists 
Tourist tratt1c increased nearly every year an the 
Ohio tul'DPike and YO'Uligatown became increasingl'y well known 
as a good place to stop o~ernight, first because of the large 
J'.lUI!ber et rooma available 1n the area and because ot ita 
strategic location w1 th respect to a large number ot higbl-y 
populated cities. tieverthele•s, new oonatl'Uotion always 
seemed to exoeed new business. Purtbermore, the Olson t a 
notiotJd an inol'&aaing tend.euy tor other motels close to the 
tumpike to till up considerably taster than the Stage Ooaoh; 
on Sunday nights and occasionally some other nights du.J-ing the 
aummeP the St~ Ooaoh was lett with vacant rooms. 
Mr. Olson attributed this to several causes. First, 
new motels had been constl."WJted all along the Ohio and Penn-
syl venia turnpikes so that the 1Jraveller had more plaoes to 
choose trom when seeldng motel acccmm1odations. Second, theV 
number ot motels near Exit 16 had increased so greatly that 
MP. Olsm;t telt tourists were 1ncreasinsl7 tempted to pu11 orf 
at orw It these without examining the other motels in the area. 
/Third, ll\llllll81" tourists became more particular about the place 
the1 stayed. !hoy aemanded and received numbe:rous varieties 
ot convenience and lt1XU17 serv1oea 1n addition to a room wen 
they stopped at motels, and also seemed attracted to the lsrger 
establishments even ·'When smallel' motels ottered the same 
serviGea at a lesaer rate. ~h, large motel chains and 
national motel 1'8terral ot-g84liaat1ons made it incl'easi.ngl,-
more ditticult tor independent operations such as the Stage 
Ooaeh to maintain their sh~ or the market. 
MI-. Olaon was par1;1culely concerned about the 
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last tbl-ee tactws. The Stage Coach leased one lighted 
billboard adjaoent to the Pennsylvania Turnpike just a tew 
hundnd teet bcttore tbe Ohio line, and also leased two other 
11ghte4 billboards on Market ,st. (Rt. 7) near the tumpike 
exit. These were of some help 1n drawing guests to the Stage 
Ooaoh, but the tact raa1ne4 that lea a then five per cant ot 
the people staying in Youngstown motels at~d at the Stage 
Coach on any eummer night and even then there seldom vas much 
surplus dem~d for rooms at the motel. Most of the people Who 
inquiped at the Stage Ooaeh but stayed elsewhere did so because 
ot a laek of some luxury ox- cODvenienoe item at the motel. 
Many ot the guests lbo did s'&J only did so because other 
motels with the particular teaW.Z.. they desired were filled up. 
fb.e two most frequent items .ntionM were restauzaant fao111· 
ties and a swimmtng pool in tinat order. A good number of 
people who stayed despite the lack of a 4esired facility were 
nevertheles.s satisfied with tO. accommodations and returned to 
the Stage Ooaoh on subsequent atopovers 1n the Youngstown area. 
The R•stauant Situation 
'l'be Stage Coach f·lotel 41d not have restaurant tao1-
l1ties on the premises. The Olaon•s usually recommended one 
ot three nearb7 x-estaurents to their guests. Shott•s Restau• 
rant ia looated two and one halt blocks south (about 1500 teet) 
ot the motel on the same side of Market st. It is recommended 
by Dunoin Hines and the American ltltomobile Asaoc1at1on. Shott' • 
• 
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is well mown throughout the Youngstown area for serving 
good tood and guests often thank the Olsonts for recommending 
Shott•s. 
A Howard Johnson restaurant is located about one 
halt mile south or the motel on the same side ot Market st. 
The Olson's classify it as a good Howard Johnson's but 
uauall7 hesitate to reo~nd it because guests often oompla1n 
they eat in Howard Johnson restaurants all day on the turnpik• 
and want something different. 
Hamilton's restaurant is located two blocks east of 
Market st. on u. s. 224, or a to'al distance of three blocks 
fl-om the motel. Many ot the ocmnercial guests ot the Stage 
Ooacb eat at Hamilton's regularly. Hamilton's serves good 
tood, usually somewhat less faae7 than that served b7 Shott t s. 
All three restaurants serve moderately prioed food 
and all three are open for breakfast at seven a. m. Shott t a 
and Howard Johnson's ztemain open until one a. m. tbile 
Hamilton's closes at eight P• m. Shott's and Hamilton• a 
oloae all day on Mondays. 
Alcoholic beverages 81"8 not served at these res-
taurants or any other restaurant in the motel area south ot 
Younsstown proper beoeuse the suburban township had been voted 
dry tor the last twenty years. Guests desiring alcoholic 
beverages must dr1 ve two miles north into Youngstown proper. 
some guests did not mind the lack ot a restaQrant an 
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the premises. Oommeroial men who stayed at the stage Ooach 
were well aw8l'e ot the situation and generally ato at Shott•s 
or Hamilton t •• A f'ew tourists mentioned that they always 
stopped at the Stage Coach beoause it was close to Shott's 
restau.Pant • 
In general however., the Olsont s felt that the lack 
ot restaurant facilities was causing a considerable loss ot 
business.. This loss was .telt particularly severely on rainy 
or cold d~s snd on da,.s when rooms were available at neaztly 
all the motels 1n the area.:, With vet7 tev exceptions,., the 
othel* motels had a Mstaurant on the premises or ve17 close b7~* 
The SWimming Pool S1 tuat1on 
Mr. and Mrs. Olson telt the swimming pool problem 
vas beeoming iJQportant. In prior years the motel was neiU'ly 
alwqa tilled in the summer months without a pool, and they 
telt a pool would theretot-e M • unnecessary expense. By 
1960 however, demand for rooms had fallen ott· and demand tor 
a pool had in.czteaised to the extht that they decided they 
should conaidet't purchasing one. 
Moat ot the demand. t011 pools oame from families 
with young children, tram prounger couples, and trom older 
oouples who seemed to be well ott • Three other motels in the 
area had installed pools by the SUDIIl8r of 1960 J only one pool 
bad been installed prior to 1960. These motels tilled up 
* See Bxb1b1 t I 
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notioably taster than other motels even though they oheged 
h1gber rates. On Sund&Js, the slowest day of the week, these 
motels might be tilled betol'e t4le others had registered more 
than one or two guests each. Pat-t ot this difference was 
account.d tor by the tact tha" the motels with pools otten 
rented rooms to families trom the Gx.ater Youngstown SP$& wno 
came to the motels for relaxation. Despite the popuJ.Ill'1 ty ot 
the pools, Mr, Olson observed tmat these pools were ve'FY' 
seldom used euept aa a place WheJ'e guests often sat and talked. 
Small children were the most tMquent use1-s, but fNquent spot 
eheoka on ditterent days and ditterent time.s .of the dq ·con-
vinced him that the pools wen pl'1maril.y used tor lounging 
purposes. 
Referral O•&an1zat1ona end Tourist Businese 
The Olson's also notioe4 a detiDite difference in the 
volume ot buaineaa done in the summer months by motels belonging 
to a national ehain or referral organization. Motel numbe%' 
two belonged to the Holiday InDS Organization while motels 
number eleven and twenty belceged to ~;:uality Courts United. 
1'hese motels paid a oommisaion 011 ee.oh room rented (app:roximatel.7 
t•SO) to the national organization• 'l'he owners of these motels 
stl'Gllgly reocmnended joining an organization similar to their 
own. Two ot these motels had swimming pools. 
The Olson's did not feel many of the other referral 
orgaaiaationa were worth jo1ningJ they eould not join either 
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Holidq Inns or -Quality Oourts beaause these organizations 
would not •1:-low any more ••~ra in the Youngstown area. 
Until now the Olsonts felt that joining a referral organiza-
tion would have been unwia~, because they would have to pq 
a commission on all oommere1a1 rooms rented. Tbe7 did not 
believer any national retenal organization could bring them 
t1l.rf new commercial business. 
ThAt Stage Ooaoh Motel did have some good refenal 
sources ot tourist business. The motel applied for and recei~d 
approval ot the American .Aut0110'b11e Association ( AAA) shortly 
attel'l opening 1n 1953. The AAA gave the Stage Coach Motel 
exceptionally good recOZIIJJ8ndat1ons 1n evet7 1aaue thePGatter 
of ita Aocomodation Guidebook. !be AAA has over six million 
-.bere 1n the United States m4 plana trips and e;i ves the 
guidebooks to all members who Nquest it. AAA approval has 
been granted to only about twent)? per cent of the motels in 
.the United States, so the Olson's wel'e proud to reoei ve a veey 
good r&OGIIII18tldation from the OJtganization. 
The Olson's believed thia recommendation had been b7 
far their biggest source ot tourist business. Many guests aaid 
they drove by all the other motel4 just to come to the stage 
I 
Ooaoh beoauae the,- read the rMommendatioo in the AAA tourbook• 
In. addition to the recommendation, .the tourbook quotes rates 
ot all motels listed. Most other motels in the Youngstown axaea 
are &laO apppoved by the AAA but none has a more favorable 
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listing than the Stage Ooaoh. Rates quoted for most ot the 
motels neap the tu:rnp1ke were higher than those listed fott 
the Stage Coach. 
Another impo~tant •~• ot t~ist business was 
t[Mt :repeatl buaineas :recut! ved atMr more then seven years 
operations. The Olsonts made r.iends with many guests Who 
come baok to the Stage Coach year af'ter yeaz.. some oome 
attar three t four or ti ve '14t&r intervala, Others come 
several t1maa a year. In addition to this, they reco.aanend 
the Stage Coach to ,their tl"ienda• 
!he Olscm•a estimated that IllOr'e than eighty percent 
of their tourist trade ou an,- pwn night was 111tel7 to be 
either a Mault ot AAA reeonmenclations, repeat business, or 
Nferrala trcm tormer guests • 
!•l'l!:! ot and .Recent l)ev~lfl!!nta in. Oonrneroittl Business 
Demand tor rooms from tbe commel'Ci al trade was 
gpeatest 1n the 8Uliii.Dertime, but this demand did not fall ott 
ao rapidly during the balance ot the year as the t~ist 
business did. Many salesmen. to'l!" example, came regularl.J' 
t~ghout the yeat". Most cC~~~D&Nial guests at the Stage Coach 
called on looal industrial and ooJ~~neroial firma in the apea 
or wre employed by one ot the lege at.el companies in the 
Youngatowa distric•• 
In 19.!)6 the Youngstown Sheet and Tube Compaey built 
a mlt1-m1111on dollar general ottioe building two blocks nwth 
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of the Stage Coach Motel. Prior to opening this new building, 
the s-neral offices had been looated 1n downtown Youngstown; 
ne~ly all company personnel ald business eallers steied at 
one ot the downtown utela. Subsequent to the move to the 
··~·, 
new location, the Ol•OJ'\'a noted an increase in business due 
to Youngstown Sheet and Tube; turtb.ermore, they .felt they 
received more ot this business than sny other motel in the 
ax-e a · reoei ved. 
Volu. of co.-Nial business bad bMn disappointing 
tor aevet-al ,...ara. Mr., Olson attributed this to the general 
slowdown in industx-ial activit,- in the Youngstown aNa. 
Youngstown ateellltills usually wer-e among the first mills to 
close down during a recession, ~ed the last to start up again 
cluing an expansionary period. The sU111l'I1Eir of 1957 was the 
beginning or an extended pe rio4 ot slow business: for the 
Youns•tovn mills. 1958 was very slow and although 1959 waa 
somewhat better the first part of the yea:z:o, a steel strike 
the last four months ot the year closed the mills and caused 
'-'-
a l&l'ge dropoi'.t 1n oOimnoro1al business at the Stage Coaoh. 
Many industrial salesmen either discontinued comtng to the 
Youngstown eea or came only 1nf'l'equently during the strike. 
Saleslt'J$n oal.Ung on retail storea also cane less frequently 1 
and when they did oome usually stayed fewer days. 1960 had 
thus tar been a slow year also tor Youngstown mills; the mills 
ott.n operated at lesa than fifty per cent of capacity. 
9J?!rat1on qt the Mot!l 
M.r. and Mrs • Olson operated the motel. but they both 
also held :f'ull time positions elsewhere. 141-. Olson was em• 
ployed as a auperviaor in the shipping department ot Younga-
town Sheet and ~ OOJ he had been with Youngstown Sheet 
arld Tube <Jo. nearly torty yeara1 Mr. Olson is sixty-three 
years old and expects to ret in at Sheet and Tube 1n November • 
19611 when he becomes a1xty-t1ve. Mrs. Olson is treasUl'er 
and aooountant tor a building supply organization owned by 
ber brothers. She is presently recovering from an accident 
she had last winter in which she broke her leg 1n several 
places,. She is in her ewly a1xts1ea and plans to resign her 
position at Mr bPOther t s comp~~niea early in 1961. )Jr. and 
Mrs. Olson receive a combined salary for their other positions 
ot appl'ox.imately $13.000 pel' yeQlt• 
MJt. Olson' a sister, lDJ.zabeth, manages the mot.l during 
, the d_, fop Mr. and Mrs. Olson• She calla guests starting at 
a1x-to.t,-.t1 ve a.m., washes ancl dries the towels and wash clothS 1 
operates the switohbo&J!'d1 registers gueata, sohaduleo work tor 
- hOUMkee-pers, and in addition oooka tor the Olson's and . 
oleaaa the center section (houae)ot the motel, Miss Olson is 
1n her late a1xt1es, 
The Pooms are cleaned by a atatt ot housekeepers. 
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The head housekeeper is Mrs. Olson• s cousin• who has been with 
the Stage Coach smee the .f'i~at day the motel opened for 
business. Two other women have ~en w1 th the motel tor about 
fift years. These th:ree women are usuall'y all that are needed 
during the .tall, winter and spring; during the summer two extra 
gi~ls are usually hired. 
'lhe head houaekeeper Noe1ved tour dollars and fifty 
cents per hal.f day while the other women receive tour dollars 
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per halt dEJ:f., Housekeepers either work a tull or a halt dq. 
Each is expected to clean about ten rooms per day on the average. 
Thus, if all thirty rooms.,are tilled, three girls would be 
aaked to wrk. If twenty-one or twenty-two are tilled, two 
girls would clean all twenty-two rooms, but 1.t twenty-three 
or twenty-tour rooms are tilled, a. third girl would be , asked 
to work tor a halt d~. 
The Olson's have a ae, ·Louis, W.o takes an aotive 
interest in the motel. but he baa been attending school and 
WOJ'king in New England tor aevettal years. He usuall7 retums 
to the motel tor one or two weeka each year. In 1960 he re-
turned in JuD.e to stay until Mrs., Olson recovers .fr-om her 
accident. 
Finaacins the Motel 
The Olson's -financed tbe o:t-1ginal fi.tteen 1mita with 
a titteen year 4!~ first mortgage installmtnt loan in the amount 
ot $79,000 and a $101 000 fUrniture loan at a local bank; they 
boProw,d acme oapital from .tl-ienda 1n addition. The tumitulte 
loan end loana trom friends wre pepaid within three 7tJ&rs. 
When the newer rooms ,.... built in 1956, the Olson• s 
needed additional capital. Tn. bank which held the first 
mortgage tumed down their :request tor additional oapital 
until another bank ottered to finance the addition. The first 
bank retonaidered the ai tuation and granted an eight and one 
hal.t year, .5~ installment loan tor tl.$0,000 'Which the Olsonta 
accepted. Tb.e. bank would not gr-ant a longer tel"JD loan because 
ot Mr. and MPs. Olson's as-a. $1.$1000 ot the total amount 
was a loan on turn1 tuM and equipment J it was paid back within 
three years aocarding to tel'Wi of the agreement. fhe balance 
($135,000l is reduced by monthly payments ot $1100 principle 
plus interest on the outstanding balance. 
Pr1nc1ple and int ereat p~nta were made according 
to tePmB of the loan agreement atil Januat'71 1960 when Mrs. 
Olson had her tU"Jcident. At that time, because ot the slow 
"" 
bwJiness caused by the 19S9 stMl atrike and added financial 
burden and ccm1\lsion caused by *•• Olaon•s hospitalization, 
Mr. Olaon went to the bat'lk to cl1aouas foregoing principle 
paJ,ments on the loan,during the winter ot 1960. An agreement 
was reached whel'eby' the February and March 1960 payments were 
defteJ'J!!'Gd until l96S. Intet-est pa,menta on the balance were 
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made dul'ing these months and pqments on the principle were 
resumrKI in AprU. The principle balance was $91,600 in Jul7 1 
1960. 
In addition to the mwtgage loan, the ben.Jc1 in 1958, 
granted the Olson's a t2SOO line ot ored1 t to .finance seasonal 
oaah requirements. The tull 8110\Ult ot the credit was used by 
July, 1960. 
Other In!!t-..nta 
Mr. and Mrs. Olson alao have a small amount ot cap-
ital invested 1n the Oant'ield Motela1 Inc., which own the Colo-
nial Motel* and the Oan.field· Motel, in Oantield, Ohio; Oantield 
is a small town loeated six miles west o.f the Stage Coaoh on 
u. s. 224. 'l'be other stockholders 1n this corporation are 
olose relatives ot the Olson•a. These motels cater to a 
ditterent trade than the stage Ooach does. The rates are lower 
at these establishments and the Olson's refer guests requesting 
lower rates to these motels. 
Infts!!!!!tl P£!1!!•4 
The ottioera ot the motel (Mr. Olson, President; 
Louis Olson, V1oe President; MI-a. Olson, Seoret8X'J-Treaaurei-) 
held a meeting to diseuse investments that might be desirable 
in view ot the bu.sinesa oondi tiona prevailing in the 8\Urltl8r ot 
1960. 
* lie liEUi!£ I 
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1lh6 tollow1ns 1Dwa'-at projeota were proposed: 
a .. buot awlmm1Dg pool . 
Pul'obase oat11aa ent•anM 0880p7 4ft4 oonYeztt ap&N lot 
1nto ob1lberl'a p~ ~md adult reoreat1oo _..._ 
Dolas-ge preaeu lobb7 .S l~ taoU1t1ea by oonvert• 
1Dg PNMDt 11 ving J'OGI 1Dto lob})J' • 
IU A. 00ft8t:PUOt N&t~t OD ap .. OOI'fteP lot 
a. OOt'l..n priaent o~ I'OCm into ema11 reatauxaant. 
IV ~ Oeatl"ttit teD MW J.'oat ea apare lot 
a. Oonabuot twent7 MW .._. cm apaN lot 
v. Pw.toh_. legel.'t neon alp 
VI. Pul'ohaae lamd17 .tao111tJ1ea and equ1pmea\ •. 
VII• PUI.'Ohaae Ph1l.ro8e KoHl. 
Lou1a Olaon felt thstl a awtmm1ng pool, reetal'ant. 
~ ~- atp Wld otb.- t•WtS.a would even~ have to be 
added. to avoid loalng the share ot tbe tou:r-S.st buaiDeas the 
St ap Ooaob pt'eMntly 'tuact. He e11Phaa1n4 that the peat major-
1t'f ot Olaata gwtata wette Pepeat guesta Md that rtlNt ot thes• 
pereea .__,. :* •• Ocu* waa the beat plaoe to atq 1D 
the YGUilg8tOWD aztea. TheJ" di'Ove paet meD.7 ether tl10tela on ~· 
Wilt to the stese Ooaob1 all ot th._ othel' mot.ela edvert.S.atng 
tbetr aent••• by •ana ot large MOD signs.. ue felt it was 
1ll,prel'taat that the Step Ooeab ehould develop the Nputat1on 
ot oms1stentl7 a&Ung aerv1oes and tao111 t1ea u tl'l& pub11o 
..._dttd ~~~ cmd aa other motela installed them. He believed 
th1a waa 111portant be0a1ae gu•a\a \41o no~ et8.7ed at the 
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Stage Ooaoh might be tempted to atop at any one ot the other 
motels along the way it they spotted a desirable .facility at 
one ct these other motels and believed the Stage Ooaoh would 
not have that facility. If', on the other hand, they believed 
the Stage Coach would have the IM111 t,-, they would drive 
directly to the Stage Ooaoh rathe~ than try a new motel. 
He further emphasized that it waa no longer easy to attract 
new ~iness, so that maintatn1Dg good relations with present 
O\lstomers became especially important. Thus, he felt that 
beeau.se the competitive situation demanded it, the Stage Ooach 
shou.ld le.ad. rather than lag in ··installing new services and 
t acili ties. 
Plans tor a small but attract! ve swimming pool had 
already been drawn by the Olaanta architect. fhe cost to build 
I 
this pool was estimated to be $10.000 including all aocessOI'f· 
£ 
equipment. Other motels in tbe area raised their rates by ·· 
$1.50 - $4.oo per room during the tourist s~ua.ton after they 
added a pool• The Olson's would raise their rates accordinglJ 
e.uept they would not raise their long established seven dollar 
rates tor eGDneroial guests. 
As an alternative to building the pool, the Olaon•a 
considered building a children's playground end adult "ore a.• 
t1on area (shuffleboard, badmitten, Bar-B.-Q pit tor steak triea) 
on a sp&l'e o._.,. lot and constl"U..ting an impreaaive canvas 
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entrance Catlopy in front of' the lobby. This proposal waa 
sugsested bee~se the Olson's believed a swimming pool 
1 
attraote~Jguestis tor two pri.Jna17 "asons: first, the prestige 
or psyohologie.U identif'ication tactw and second, the oon-
venionoe or pleasUl'te taotor~ It was suggested that a colorful 
entrance canopy easily visible from the street might oreate 
the same lu.xu.rius informal 1mpl'8ss1on that a awimn1ng pool 
would wile a reoreati~n aroea would serve as a substitute tor 
the loungins and exe:tteise te atures of a pool. Furthermore, 
the canvas eanopy would also serve as a weather shelter tor 
guests while thfl:r walked trom their cars to the motel office. 
Ml-. end Mrs. Olson saw a pecreation area s1m1lar to the one 
they had in mind at anothezt motel (this motel also had a poolh 
the guests appeared to enjoy it. The cost of the combined 
children' a playground and adult recreation area was estimated 
to be eppi"'xima~ely $20001 while the canvas canopy had alreadJ' 
been quoted at 1985. 
A proposal to enlarge the present lobby by converting 
the 11 v1ng room into a lounge area was estimated to cost ~1200. 
The pr1marr reuon tor this chanp would be to bring the Stage 
ooaoh lobby f'aeilities more 1n l:tne with those usually tound 
at new and lEll'ger motels, hoping thereby to favorably impress 
potential guest• who judged quality and prestige on first 
impl'eaa1one. 
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Two altemative plana for a restaurant were considered. 
under the first plan, a rest&.Ul'ant would be constructed on the 
spare lot. This Pest-aurant would be very similar to one built 
by another motei in the area; the equipped cost was est~ated 
at $50,ooo. 'l'h• Olson's would not operate this restaurant but 
would instead l•ase the building to a qualified ~•taurant 
operator who would pay them a t1X*d awn :for the use ot the 
building and the lend. They believed $$000 per year would be 
a reasonable pr~o• to expoot under the circumstances. 
Two o~her motels built "sta:ur>ants adjacent to their 
motels during the last two year. OWners o:f both motels had 
diff'ieulty locating someone to operate the restaurant who was 
able to serve good food and at ill ma.lre a profit. One ot the 
motel owners had to evict on 1 ..... because of poor quality ot 
the rood served, while the other owner lost $121 000 (according 
to the owner) when his first less .. went bankrupt. Both of 
thea• motel owners subsequentlr located satisfactory operators, 
but tbe7 both ad•iaed the Olson•a to keep out ot the restaurant 
business it at all possible. One owner a aid "I don't make a 
dime on 1I1:f investment in the natau.rant. ~. only reason I 
have it ia becau..- my guests had to drive three miles to find 
a decent place to eat until I built it". The other owner tol4 
Mr. Olaon "I don't make any money on my restaurant but I•m not 
aorPy I built it• My room revenues went up fifteen pert oent 
the year I built it. Why, people are so tussy- they wouldn't 
even walk down the <;;arntUt\1• s" • Garneau• s is located less 
than 500 teet t'l-om this motel. and is considered an excellent 
:rest.au.z.ant•* 
f ~ second plan tor a x-ests.u:rsnt p:roposed converting 
the conference l"oom into a small ootf'eo shop serving breakfast 
and suppe~s on17. A second bathroom and a second entrance 
would have to b$ ,added to conf'Ol'm to state laws. lfr. Olson 
believed the cost or this conv-.1on including ~1ah1ngs 
would be about $lo,ooo. 
The Olson.t s w.ould h1N aomeone to sel"Ve b:reakfast 
fltom seven to nlne in the Il'JQrn1ng and supper :f'rtom five•thbatJ' 
to seven-thirty in the evening. They- did not expect to make 
BrlY' profit an the operation, ~tb,ough they did believe thq 
oould cover all dil"ect operating expenses. 
Ten new roams could be built on the spare lot if a 
restau:rsnt is also construe ted, but twenty units could be built 
there it no: reat,au.rent is bu1lt4 The cost, including .furnish• 
ings would bet ve'I!'Y' close to t651 000 for ten rooms and $1.30,000 
for twenty :rooms* No other land was available adjacent to the 
motel other than. :the spare lot which the Olson t s owned• 
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Mr. Olaon requested and ncei ved a design and quotation 
tor a new DeOll sign to replace the amaJ.l neon sign which has 
been uaed since the motel opened. !his sign would coat $4500 
* a •• &ib!i 1 
lutal.led• 'l?he exiating sign would be relocated at tho lower 
•ntranoe to tb4 motel, where there was no sign at present. 
Relocation costs would be $$00. The existing sign originaJ.l,-
eost the Olson 11 s less than $1000• Three other motels recentJ.7 
constructed verry large new signs costing approximately $10,000 
each. 
hnotber investment considered was thct ot laundry 
equipment. Presently, the me tel crwned e.ll the linen used but 
had a oommeroiQJ. laundl7 launder the sheets and pillow cases 
at a coat ot 9¢ per sheet and 4¢ pw pillow case • A commercial 
washer - extractor could be purchased for $1795. a. dr'y'er tor 
$5151 and c 1:roner for $700. This oquipm;)nt could be put 1n 
the basemant, but this would necesGitate moving Mrs. Olson's 
ett1o• (deak• tiles, etc.) to the living room. It the living 
room •re to be converted into a public lounge, a new room 
would have to be constructed to'l! the laundry equipment. 
A gix-1 would be h1~4 to do all the laurid:J:7 on tb.ia 
equipment including the towels and washcloths Miss Olson pre-
Mntly takes oare ot. The girl would not have to work a tull 
weekJ Mrs. Olson estimat.d thirt,- bours a week vrould be aut-
. ·1·.~:~' ... : ... · :-~o, •. ·~. ~.- -:: - ... ~ ::. ~-.:_ •. ,.-. ·:.' - ... '"'--~ -··4• ,.--.. ·- ·~-<' '"' • ""! ~~ .. ., 
t1o1,~u~. --~~ ~~dry equipment eould be disposed of tor 
approximateii $~oo. . 
In atld1t1on to theae projects at the Stage Ooaob- a 
realto~ reoent~y talked to tne Olson's resardtng the Philroae 
~ 
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Motel•* He of'fered the motel to them at a price ot $60~000 
ea,cluding land• The land WU pNaently leased tor $100 peP 
month on a twenty ye~ renewallle lease. Which had eighteen 
years lett under the original ~ement. The Olson's would 
ha-ve to take oYer this lease. Ftrteen thousand dollars down 
pa:yment would be t'equ1red with the balance payable over the 
te2nn or the lease. 
This motel was constNOted ot brick and consisted 
or twelve units plus a small apartment for the owner. The 
I-$altor said gross income tw each ot tbe two preceeding years 
had been about $16,ooo. '!'his motel was recomnend&d by the 
Amapican Automobile Assoeiat~cm.. 
The Olson t s had aevePal couples 1n mind "mom they 
might ask to operate this mot•l for them. The couple managing 
the Oenf'ield Motel (also 12 unite) received a salary or $250 
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per month plus the use or a:1 apa.tment on the premises. This 
position did not require the huabend to be present during the 
daytime, so that he also held another position then. The Olson's 
eXpected that they could find a aatisf'act017 couple to manage 
the Philrose Motel under substantially the same sgreel1J911t as 
that in ettect at the Canfield Motel. 
Mr. Olsctl thought additional units wculd be required 
to make moat ot the othe~ investments profitable. He felt #hat 
the !!ncreased r.evenue trom the present t'hirty units would be 
I Sil lllhi&lt :t 
tnsutficient to abao~b the cost ot additional ove~head 
expenditures. 
Louis Olson felt that either ten new units should 
be built or the motel should 1M sold. He a&r&ed with Mr, 
Olson that a thirty unit operation oould not support a 
swimming· pool, play ax. a, new sign, larger lobby, ete. 
MI-a. Olson desired to wait at least another year 
befw. making any new investments. 
s~cea ot q!Rital 
I. Bank Loan. Ml-a. Olson learned in en informal 
talk w1 th the branch manager or the bank Which be ld the mort-
gage on tbe motel that the bank would probably be willing to 
go along with an increase in prinoiple, but that the interest 
rate wOUld be higher than five per oent. Maturity would pro-
bably be limited to 100 montha w1th 1/100 o:t the principle 
:repaid eaoh month. on the bases ot this informal. discussion 
and other d1aousa1ons she md Mr. Olson l"ecently had w1 th the 
bank manager, Ml's, Olson npol"ted auy o:r the following loan 
agreements would more than likely be accepted by the bank. 
A. Stzt$toh out the remaining payments on the presen'b 
outstanding )&.lance tor a period ot 100 months. The new 
interest rate on the outstanding balance •~ be ~. 
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B. Increase the outstanding balance to a maximum 
of $120 1000 for a 100 months with the r~inciple repaid 1/100 
each month.- The new interest rate would be 5~. 
C. Increase the outstanding balance to a maximum 
of $135 1000 with 100 months to repay the principle at 1/100 
of the original balance each month, The interest rate would 
be 5 3/4"· 
D. Increase the outstanding balance after addition 
of new buildings to the lesser of $175 1 000 or 50~ of appraised 
value of buildings, furnishing a and land; re :1ay 1/100 of the 
principle each month. The interest rate would be 5 3/4"• 
The back will not accept a swimming pool as colla-
teral. Based on past experience, Mrs. Olson estimated the 
b~~'ould require forecasted earnings to be approximately 
twic• annual interest and principle rep~ents. 
. ;' 
II. §quitx Ctpital, Ur. and Mrs. Olson seriously 
considered securing additional equity interest in the motel. 
Two potential stockholders were available. 
A former Youngstown bakery owner, now retired and 
residing in Florida desired to purchase a part interest in 
the Stage Coach Motel. This man returned to Youngstown swr-
eral times a year. He stayed at the Stage Coach on these 
trips and became familiar with the operations there. He 
requested, on several occasions, the opportunity to be the 
first person invited to purchase stock in the motel if the 
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Olson's ever decided to aell a poJ7tion of their owner· ship. 
This man had provided capital tor a number of smaller indus-
trial companies in the Youngstown area; Mrs. Olson recently 
helped him with some of the details involved in one of these 
transactions. The Olson's did not believe he would desire 
to participate actively in management. This person also 
owned a sizeable block of stock of the bank which held the 
Olson's mortgage, and he had been helpful to the Olson's 
when they requested the new mortgage in 1956. 
The Olson's also conaidered selling common stock 
to some of the same group of relatives who owned the Canfield 
and Colonial Motels. These persons would want an active, but 
not (\ominant voice in management. 
~ t;.:,, In either case, they expected the total capital 
rais•d would be limited to.approximately $100,000. They would 
not invite t,hese persons to purchase common stock if less than 
$50,000 were to be raised. J'urthermore, it additional common 
stock were to be sold, only one of the two potential stock-
holder groups would be invited to purchase stock. The Olson's 
would sell the stock on a percentage basis such that the new 
stockholders would receive a proportionate n~ber of shares. in 
relation to total new worth, allowing $260 1000 as total value 
of the presently existing assets. 
III. Retained Efrnings. Mr. and Mrs. Olson expected 
to receive sufficient income from Mr. Olson•s pension and Mr. 
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and Mrs. Olson•s social security upon retirement so that 
earnings could be retained in the business if necessary. 
Qf#!£8 to Byy !Qe Motel 
The Olson•s quite regularly received offers to 
purchase the Stage Coach Motel. None of these offers were 
high enough, according to the Olson•s. They would sell if 
they could receive •275,000 for the Stage Coach. Several 
persona had been interested at this price but had either 
been unable to raise the capital to make the purchase, or 
wanted the Olson's to accept a large second mortgage, which 
they were unwilling to do. They could have sold the motel 
for $250 1000 in the past and believed they could realize 
this amount now if they wanted to acce.pt that price. 
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Qtson•s stage Qeach Motel 
Ex!libit III 
Comparative Income 8\atement For Years 
Ended December 31 1 1957 1 1958 11959 
1957 ~ ll5.i 
sar,iOa t6!";897 164,9'71 Income 
Operating jxpenseJa 
Varig1ea 
Salaries and Wages 
LaW1dry 
Utilities 
Telephone 
SUpplies 
Total 
Fixed a 
$9,217 
2,063 
3,333 
1,37'7 
st+:lll 
Advertising $3 1 491 
In.urance 21 584 
Dues,Trave1,Promotion 1,740 
Office Expense 1,425 
Avto Expense 1 1 294 
Legal and Accounting 210 
Ma.intenance1and Repairs1 1620 Replacement 59i 
Total Sl2, 95 
$9,070 
2,121 
3,029 
2,095 
1, lao 111, 4f5 
13,880 
1,189 
1,088 
1,382 
1,161 
150 
1,899 
592 
t11,341 
$9,007 
2,275 
3,309 
2,889 
1.175 ~18,6~ 
14,344 
2,667 
1,325 
2,002 
724 
150 
1,997 
- $l3,JSf 
l.2.bl 
1"9"Er,271 
27,294 
6,459 
9,671 
6,361 
4,067 
$53,851 
$11,715 
6,340 
4,153 
4,809 
3,179 
510 
5,516 
. +·776 
ia,991 
128 116 :11::Bx $32 556 !91 85~ 132!415 t OI!Jg 
Variable Expenses as % ot Income 
26.~ 
Total Expenses as % ot Income 
46,4~ 
Net Operating Income as 
~ of Income 53,6>' 
26.9~ 
44.2-
55,8" 
28.8% 27 .4" 
49.8" 46.8>' 
50e2" 53.2" 
§OU£fel As taken from Federal Income Tax Returns prepared and 
filed by George A. Knippel, c. P. A. ~nd adjusted to 
exclude owner•s salaries, rent, depreciation,real · 
estate taxes and other capital ex~enses. Real Estate 
taxes for the three years totaled 141653, Operating 
expenses were classified as fixed or variable by the 
author, 
1. Originally included solely in 1959 return, Adjustment made 
tor prior years. 
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OLSOB' 8 S1'AQI OOA.CB !§La IJ!9. 
llHI!B xm 
AD!<ll'l IOJ.'U TO 1'B1 PlJ+!OMJ., STATEIIEIITf, 
'I~ Tbe ao1iel land and buildiaca are oaed b7 CharlA• and Ama 
Oleoa. Ol1CJD1a St.ap Ooaoh Jl~el, IDea. J'ellta the laDc:l and bnildiaga 
tl'ca Ill'. aid lin. OlaollJ the rent 1a 116,000 per ;rw.r. Depreoiatioa oa 
~ build:I.Dge, whioh :I.D 19S9 uaouzaW t.o appi"'X1Mtel7 t12,300 11 
cled.UCI\ed ttl~~' tax pupoeea by Ill'. ud lin. Olaon ra\her \baD by the 
oozporat.S.•• Real e.tate taxes on the IIOMl are paicl by the oorp-
orat1on, al1moach the• taxea are t.ehld.oal]7 a l1ab1l:lt7 ot the 
Olaoa•a. 
2. Deprecd.a\ioD of t71692 on •otel equipDtnt, and salaries 
ot exe01l't;1vea , p&JroU and real eda\e •xea uo\Uit;:lna to t6198S wre 
dechto\ed on the oQ!Iiporation•a tedeftl. tax nrtu.m, but are Dot ahon 
ou lshibit m. 
8~ 
'I 
OLIOll'S ~· 9!!!@ J!!1L 
grp;g.·l!• 
1()(1! ~ l •••••••• I M l I • ......._. ···--···· c •• fl ·-- :11 :!1 :l; .:11 
14·60% 12.11$ 10.sa• 11.4~· 10.1M 
2.9S% ,.,. J.on · ,.o.- -.-. 
s.w s.~, S.90J >.6.- '-11$ 
1.~ 1.SC. 1.6,. 2.1n a.m 
l.73S 2.>n 2.55$ 1.'72% 2.)¥ 
3.9n t.= ,.~ ).oqc ).~ 
1..30% . us. l.JA( 1 .... 
T.SSI S.81. 6.8S% S.W 6Jal$ 
11 • ._ k.ll$ S.2S. 4.m S.SU 
d~.~ ~~ 
CA.Pl!.lL &UII18IS t 
.).0.3% 2.81$ 3.46. ].J,6. 3.6,. 
Beat •••' ••• • • •• ••• ··--·------·-·•• - ••• -- •• 
1.87% 2.,. 2.2» 2.~ 2.2]$ 
1.~ 1.216. l..m 1.Ja$ .89J 
6.].0J s.an 6.JJ,S s.on S.lU I ~2~ 16.]!! h'·!!! 16.!lf a II liM 
Source - tour1at Court Joumal Maps1De. Bepr:t.at.M by Pelw1Nioa. 
1 -rhe ratioe llbom tor each Teal'• 1n this eeheclUle are cc:.plete uert~~a for all reportiDg 00\U"'k tar 
\he ;year .mo.. 
!"· .;~·} 
(l) 
Vl 
i 1 . 1 
OISOII 11 SU<B COACH JfDDL 
lliiJUT IV B 
C<MP.W1'1B 8C~OP 1lOOil ~ Pel"cen~e .Rel.atioAidapa it fXi*i& LE Pi'Ofl to total ao. Sa1ea 1 
ROOK~--------------------------------·-·-·-----·~~ :ll ::11 :lii :fi 
-
17.~ 16.m l.6.m ll·7'r/. 
1.81$ 2.73J 2.27$ 2.SO. 
4-.SU s.OIJ s.~ ... ,.,. 
1.2. l.Ja$ 1.~ 1.~ 
2 •• 2.12$ l..,. 1.51$ 
'~ ).3SJ , .• 3.'-l..9U 1.m l.SO. 1.6]$ 
::z ~ 6.10$ '·~ 4.STJ k.21$ --~ ~ ~ ~tB 
"·~ "·'* ,.a~ 3.1n ,.:m 1.23J 1.2QS 1.2~ 1.27% l.LOS 
a.6.- 1.9u 1.21% 1.on 2. ~ 
I iii 
Source - 1'0Ul"iat Court JOUI'II8l. Ma&ulntt. Bepr1Dted b7 Pend.uion. 
1 the n.t.ioe ellGa ror each .,..,..~ in tbia ~ are ooaplete a'f'W&ges ror all nporting eourte 
tor tbe JMr tl1laa. 
(l) 
0\ 
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tX 
' ~~~Jl~!!~~ Jl ~ ~'3~~~ J ~~ i 
g llll~J!I~JS II ~c~,)\~- a! ~)\ ~ ~ ~,:~..;~::t~"'~--'-ti PI c: ~~rot:iiJ 21 ~d ~ a 
~ ... ~­~ fi i~ J 
~ ~~~ . ; II "" 
I 
. -"' ".,_,· .......... 
OLSQ}j' S SUfil iiAQI ljpT§L 
iJi\11; II A 
Of1iJ&4TIOM§ il 8l' Ql &tiL 
Courts 21-40 ·· ai ta 
lW J.aiS.·/ lJW. 
1001 0DJ lQQ•OOf TOTAL INCOWE-------------------·~l.QQ~•:::OSl2i~::!~~=~~=
OPERATING EXPENSES 
Salaries and Wages-------------- 19.85" 
Executive Salaries--------------- 3.00~ 
Laundry--................ _ .. ___ . __ ._._ .. ----·"' • • • 4.18" 
Linen, Chinawa.re, Glassware------ 1.68~ 
AdTertising, Printing, Stationery 3.33" 
Payroll, Taxes, Insurance--- ... · .. -~ 1.43" 
Heat, Light and Power------------ 5.88" 
Repairs and Maintenance---------- 4.72" 
Cleaning and Other Supplies-----· 1.81" 
Telephone and Telegraph---------- 1.75" 
Other Operating Expenses--------- a.a7f 
Total Operating Expenses------- 5Q 1 40f 
Gross Operating Profit--------- 4ft,6Qf 
CAP IT .A.L IU..PEN SES 
Real Estate and Property Tax•s--
Insurance--------------··•• 
Interest---------· 
Ben~----~-~~---~~~~~~ 
Depreciation-------------------- , 
Total Capital Expenses--------
NET PROFIT--------------------
3.58% 
1.08~ 
7.921' 
3.15" 
J.a,zsi-n 
16.71f_ 17.0U' 
2.24" 4.19" 
••87" s.oe' 
1.50- 1.45~ 
3.12" 3.43" 
1.73?' 1.60~ 
6.55" 6.24" 5.0~ 4.67" 
a.oo" 2.19" 1.58~ 1.67" 
a.6ai a.x~ 
j9.Qif ~1.2§$ 
Ml·SUi 4£i.7i' 
3.49" 
1. 26% 
a. 56" 
4.02" 
1.19" 
6.28" 
2.74" 
lft.80:f 
2.20" 
17·22! 
a5.al' aa .. a1! 
l5aDII 1:z.aa1 
AVERAGE TOTAL INV ESTili&'iT PER COURTflfUit 574 il6i, 217 il 5§, 405 
GENERAL STATISTICa 
Percentage of Occupancy--------- 69.49- 75.42~ 71.78" 
Avg. Daily Rate per Rented Room- 88.10 $6.60 86.80 
Source& Tourist Court Journal, Reprinted by Permission. 
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OLSON' § §t4GE QQACH MO'tiL 
Jbt:tatt U I 
0~40H§ II i6i! Ql MQTiL 
ourta 41-60 nita 
lJWl 
TOTAL INCOME ... ------------·=lP:Q~*~QQ='=~~~=~~~ 
OPERATING EX£ENSKS 
Salaries a.nd 'fagea------------- 18.05" 
Executive Salaries--------------- 2.99~ 
Laundry-~-~-~~-~-~~-~~~~~-~~~- 4.89~ 
Linen, Cbinaware, Glaasware------ 1.79~ 
Advertising, Printing, Stationer, 3.69% 
Payroll, Taxes, Insurance-------- 1.91~ 
Heat, Light and Power------------ 5.24~ 
Repairs and Maintenance---------- 4.31~ 
Cleaning and Other Supplies------ 1.55~ 
Telephone and Telegraph---------- 1.29~ 
Other Operating Expenses--------- a.5a' 
Total Operating Expenses------- i9•22% 
Gross Operating Profit------··- §Q.71% 
CAPITAL EXPENSES 
Real Estate and Property Taxea--
Insurance-----------·-···-
Intereat------------------------Ren.t---................ _._...._. ..... _... ... ____ ~__.-
Depreciation--------------
Total Capital Expenses--------
4.65~ 
.921' 
5.07" 
2.73" 
ag.a72f 
NEr PROFIT-------------------- ~lf~,~.R~Z~j~==~~::==~~~ 
AVERAGE TOTAL INVESTMENT P&l COURT:I3::4~7;::•::5'=:;8~· =~~~~=~~ 
GENERAL STATISTICS 
Percentage of Occu·pancy-------- 71.08?' 
Avg. Daily Rate per Rented aoom- i8.53 
Sources Tourist Court Journal, Reprinted by Permission. 
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Entire Year 
1954 2,, 2,21) 4,496 m 19.5.5 2 • .5 2,11,3 4,669 
19~ 2..569 2,176 4,74S 145 
195? ~m 4,)97 7,984 2,966 19.58 4.ota 7t691 ).,~ 
19S9 ,,, ,.~? ?.~ ,, 
1.tS.. 
1962 
1953 
1964 
1915 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1969 
1960 
OL§QN' § §TAQ§ .XOACi MQii!,e 
iXHIBIX J 
Motel Rooms in the Youngatow Area 
lotal !looms loem• R•iJIIQ Qlson•a I ~U£Dpikt 
76 
--·· JJ ·-
132 
--a • 
269 
-
386 158 
410 203 
574 331 
617 363 
617 363 
623 363 
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1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
QbSQN' ~ §'lA'I~ QO!Ct! J!OT.§~ 
WIBIT II 
IOQNU~IQWN• QUlQ 
Ma~~ufactJAti.U Em:plQJDtnir 19fi5 - 19.5.9. 
---z-nd,ex; of 
Mt&. im;plo;ymen:t 
112.8 
114.1 
114.7 
92.8 
96.5 
Source: u. s. De~t. of L~bor, Bureau of ~abor ~tatistics 
1956 
1957 
1958* 
1959 
Obio 
Q.L§ON' S §l:AUi COA£il WQtiL 
JWUiU'l Ul 
1956 - l9U 
Source& Maod7'• Munici~&l& 
Nymbtr Ql 
.Passaneet)-'iltl 
676,497,008 
750,858,208 
749,947,154 
780,000,000 
* Preliminary estimate made by this author from revenue 
statistics. 
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4N4LY§I § Ql 'lHE 01.801' I §TAGi 
QOACH M9TIL CAl§ 
The purpose of the second part ot this thesis is to 
explore .the role of a capital l>udcet as a decision making tool, 
and to examine in particular the usefulness of the modified 
yield method of computing a rate of return and the price-earn-
ings ratio method of estimating the cost of capital. 
The Stage Coach Mote·l case is well sui ted to this 
purpose. The central issue of the case is to determine which 
of the proposed expenditures, if ~' should be made. The 
alternatives are numerous. 
si~e while others are not. 
Some proposals are mutually exclu-
Competitive conditions are dynamic 
rather than static, emphasizing the importance of uncertainty 
in reaching a decision. Many factors not easily incorporated 
into a capital budget, yet important to the case, are presented. 
Some complexity is avoided by considering a. service rather 
than a manufacturing company. 
The object of the analysis is to determine what 
future returns may be expected as a result of present expendi 
tures for the various proposals, after which the returns may 
be compared for, among other things, profitability. Since 
most of the proposals are expected to increase the revenues of 
the operation as it presently exists, the first step in the 
analysis is to estimate revenues without any new investment. 
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Marginal revenues can then be estimated by forecasting 
revenues when each of the proposed investments has been 
made and subtracting the corresponding revenue with no 
investment. 
Marginal costs including income taxes but excluding 
-the cost of capital must be subtracted from marginal revenue 
to obtain the forecasted dollar return for each period. 
Two assumptions regarding the distribution of returns 
will be made for all cases. First, all returns are assumed 
for simplicity to occur at the middle of each period (July 1, 
1962 for example) rather than as they actually occur during 
the year. All the projects should have a similarly shaped 
distribution curve for the period and the distribution should 
be symmetrical enough (see Exhibit VIII) that moving all the 
returns to a single date at the middle of the year will not 
cause a material error in calculating rates of return. 
Second, a ten year period is used for calculation 
purposes, after which an estimate of the fair market value of 
the remaining life of the investment is made. That is, the 
motel is assumed to be sold after ten years. There are two 
good reasons for this: the Olson's, considering their ages, 
should be prepared to liquidate their investments by that 
time, and second, projecting returns much beyond ten years 
becomes a pure guess, whereas a somewhat better estimate can 
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be made of the sale value ten years from now. The sale 
value ten years from now se~v•a as the most expedient 
estimate that can pre~ently be made for the value of returns 
expected after ten years. 
No apology will be made for these or a~ of the 
numerous other assumpt_ions made throughout the ana.lysi a. The 
reader should keep them in mind however, because at some point 
the combined effect of all the assumptions must be weighed a.nd 
evaluated. 
J:orecasting Revenut - No Investment 
Exhibit ~ shows that occupancy has been decreasing 
fop· 
since 1957. A more careful study of Exhibit IX brings out 
other relevant information. The number of single rooms rented 
increased each year and every first half year except for the 
decline from the first half of 1959 to the first half of 1960. 
& 
This stowth occured in spite of variations in industrial acti•--
ity inlthe Iou~gstown area and implies that the Stage Coach has 
a well~establi~hed commercial clientle, for single rooms are 
undoub ~ly rented primarily to commercial men. 
,·: ·i 
Two other facts about the single room statistics 
are worth nothing. First, there is a ·limit to this type of 
business, because commercial men normally do not stay on 
:Friday, Saturday or Sunday nights. Tuis limit appears to have 
been reached during 1955 and 1956 when the Stage Coach only had 
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tift.een units. Second, single occupancy tell from 46.8- to 
32.8~ in 1957 when the new units were built. After three 
years operation in the new ,,units, single occupancy climbed 
only to thirty-six percent. Purthermore, single occupancy 
was only 0.6~ greater in 1959 than in 1958 and actually 
declined from the first halt of 1959 to the first half of 1960, 
-
Part of the decline could be due to slow business ~" 
Youngstown, but since volume increased despite slow business 
in the past, and the number of roOBs between downtown and the 
stage Coach has remained nearly constant, it seems reasonable 
-. 
to expect a leveliag off of commezocia.l business, probably 
somewhere in the v:icini ty of 41000 rooms per yea1·. There is 
little reason to expect a decline because Mr. and Mrs. Olson 
seem to have established a good relationship with most of their 
current commercial guests. 
The outlook for double rooms looks less IJromising 
than that for single rooms. Double occupancy stayed consis-
tently close to 40~ of total rooms available during 1954, 1955, 
1956 and also in 1957 when the new rooms were put into opera-
tion. Sizeable declines in volume occurred in 1958, 1959 and 
the first half of 1960. Double rooms are occupied primarily 
by tourists and telephone company employees. The effect of 
each of these segments of the market for double rooms must be 
separetly estimated. 
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The approximate effect of telephone business is 
removed from double room sales to determine more precisely 
the trend of tourist business. All double rooms before the 
advent of telephone business (1964 1 1955,1956) were divided 
into first half and second halt sales. First half volume 
tor these years ranged from a low of 69.4- of second halt 
volume (1956) to a high of 76.2- of second half volume in 
1955. Taking these years as a whole, first half double 
volume was 72.0- of second half volume. 
Assuming the same distribution in later years, a 
rough estimate of first half tourist volume can be made by 
using 72~ of each year's second halt double room volume. The 
difference between 1.72 times second half volume and actual 
double room volume for the year is taken as the effective 
occupancy due to telephone company business. The results in-
dicate a decisive downward tren4. In volume which can be 
better expressed by fitting a linear regression equationa 
I : a - bx 
to the date. Using 1957 as year 1, and solving by the 
method of least squares, the e~ation is found to be: 
Y :: 4519 - 421X 
t, 
where Y is the number of double rooms due to t~r.iat business 
in year x. Calculations for the foregoing estimates are shown 
below; along with a forecast for f~ture years assuming the same 
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trend line. One thousand rooms per year is used as a base 
figure b•low ~ich volume will not fall. 
Dgubles 
1954 1955 1956 Total 
1 916 913 891 2720 
2 
T 
1297 2213 ~200 113 1f85 2 71 3782 6602 
Ratio: 1st half .706 :-W- .694 r:~88 to 2nd half 1.000 1. i.ooo 
1957 1958 1959 Total 
2 2375 2153 1883 6411 
1 (est.@ 72~of2)tl710J tifSil tl360J '4620~ 4085 3243 (1103i 
Assumed eff. of 
tel. bus.} 312 3A6 324 95l 
Actual Total 4397 4018 3567 11982 
Determine Regression equation& I= a. ... bx 
a - 4519 
b ; -421 y • 4519 - 42lx where 1957 : year 1 
Doubles 1960 1 l965 1500 1970 1500 
1961 2700 1966 1500 
1962 2470 1967 1500 
1963 2020 1968 1500 
1964 1680 1969 1500 
An important observation about these forecasts is 
that they must not be considered infallible. The regression 
equation is based on only three years data. Part of the datum 
is obtained from estimates from a prior three year period. 
The minimum forecast of 1000 room per year is a little better 
than a guess. The future trend is assumed to be a continuation 
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' 
) 
/ 
l 
/ 
ot the pres,nt trend, but tope assumption could be wrong. 
The estimates are subject to error. An attempt to extablish 
a confidence interval for the future forecasts would be useless. 
Nevertheless, the forecasts are probably the best 
estimates that can be made to~ the future from available infor-
-
mation and should therefore be used-with caution. Other inf~~-
mation gives some support to the forecasts. One might suppose 
that the ra.pid rise in the number of motel rooms between Olson's 
and the turnpike would be the chief cause for the decline in 
tourist business at the Stage Coach, but Exhibit X indicates 
this i• not true. The rapidf increase in rooms came between 
1952 and 1957. Motel construction has virtually stopped since 
\ 
that time. It was during thts period of expansion however, 
that the Olson's maintained their "•hare of the tourist market. 
Since that time their double room occupancy has dropped 25"· 
If the decline is not due to more motel rooms in the 
Youngstown area, by what is it caused? Part of it may be 
caused by the opening of motels at other exits on the turnpiket 
but this should be offset to some extent by the reputation 
Youngstown is gaining as a good place to stop for motel rooms" 
(as Mr. Olson stated). Exhibit XII indicates that traffic is 
increasing rather than decreasing on the turnpike, and Mr. 
Olson said that some motel owners in the Youngstown area have 
maintained their share of the business. 
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The mot~s which have maintained or increased their 
~ . 
share of the business ar• those with restaurants and swimming 
pools. The Olsonts have already recognized this trend as 
evidenced by their comments in the case and the investments 
they have proposed. The cause ot the decline in voluae is 
clearly isolated upon considering that it is only since 1958 
that the decline has occ·urred and that it is only since 1958 
that pools and more restaurants have been constructed. This 
is the only significant change ia the competitive structure 
since the decline started, aside from the construction of ne• 
neon signs. Close examination of Exhibit I shows that the 
Stage Coach is one of the few motels without an adjoining or 
adjacent restaurant. 
The lack of a pool and nearby restaurant facilities 
are the fundamental causes of the decline in tourist business, ·· 
and there is no reason to believe the decline will not continue. 
The question is where rill it stop if nothing is done about it? 
Certainly the Stage Coach will get some tourist business, for 
there are m~ people who don't want a pool or at least don't 
want to pay for it. There are also guests who seem satisfied 
with restaurant facilities as they are. Then too, the Olson's 
have made many friends among the guests, and these friends will 
likely return with or without a swimming pool or restaurant. 
Choo·sing an appropriate minimum Tolume is difficult, but because 
pressure for these additional facilities seems to be increasing 
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rather than decreasing, I believe the tourist volume could 
well drop to less than one quarter of the 1957 peak. It 
would certainly not drop to this level overnight, but rather 
would be likely to drop consistently for several years. At 
this low level, tourist business at the Stage Coach would 
consist primarily of friends and surplus guests from other 
motels on busy nights. The implication here is that while 
the Stage Coach remains stagnant, other motels will be build-
ing facilities to draw the tourists to their door. Thus the 
1000 room minimum double volume seems more plausible. 
At this point some estimate of the average rates for 
each room must be made. The rate will be seven dollars for 
singles as mentioned in the ease, but for doubles, the rate will 
depend on the number of persons in the room, number of beds 
used, etc. For forecasting purposes, the average double rate 
in effect during the last two years will probably suffice. This 
is $9.95 or $10 obtained by subtracting single sales at i7 per 
room from total sales and dividing by the total number of double 
rooms rented during the period. 
The final step in forecasting double rooms sales is 
to determine the additional volume due to telephone company 
business~ This is not simply the total volume of telephone 
business per year. It will instead be some lesser amount, 
'· 
namely the difference between total sales if the telephone 
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company stays and sales if they do not stay. For 1957, 1958 
and 1959 this effect amounted to only about $300 per year as 
estimated from the calculations made earlier*• TJds seems 
somewhat low and in fact probably is low because while the 
cal~ulat~ons assume the same .72/1.00 first half to last 
half double room volume ratio, there is a good chance first 
half volume fell below t,~is ratio. Mr. Olson indicated that 
tourist volume had been falling off during the spring and fall. 
Since the second half contains July, August and September, 
months likely to be less s€verely affected by the decline, 
the first half may very·well have had fewer tourists than 
previously estimated •. Exhibit VIII supports this viewpoint. 
First-quarter sales as a percentage of total sales were con-
sift-~ntly below fourth...oquarter sales by about five percentage 
points during 1954, 1955 and 1956. From 1957 on, first-quarter 
sales have been greater than fourth-quarter sales. Telephone 
business is a reasonable explanation for this transition. If 
the transition is due soley to the telephone business, 84,000 
would be a better estimate of telephone company contribution 
than $300. The $4,000 is obtained by reducing 1957, 1958 and 
1959 first-quarter sales to 14 or 15~ of total sales instead 
of 21~ or 22~ and assuming the difference in total sales is 
caused by telephone business. 
* See page 100. 
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The conflict is not explained away easily, but many 
factors lead me to believe the $4000 estimate is too high. 
First, variation between first-quarter sales was greater than 
variation between first-half sales as a percentage of total 
sales before the telephone business became a factor. First-
quarter sales varied from 16.3~ to 18.3~ while first-half 
sales varied only from 45.2% to 45.6~. Fourth-quarter and 
second-half percentages varied in the same manner. Half year 
percentages were more stable than quarterly percentages. 
Second, some telephone business occurred in the first-quarter 
and some in the second-quarter and it is not possible to deter-
mine what proportion of the business fell in each quarter. 
Furthermore, the total volume of telephone business declined 
from 1957 to 1959 and also according to the case, shifted more 
into the second-quarter during 1958 and 1959. At the same time, 
first-quarter business increased both in dollar amount and as 
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a percentage of the total sales for Lhe year. Third, labor 
strikes and generally slow busines$ may have had abnormal effects 
on the distribution of business th•oughout the year. Fourth, 
sales figures alone do not account for the increase in commercial 
business whereas the room volume ~&lysis does. The above facts 
lead me to believe that information obtained from the more 
detailed analysis discussed earlier is more reliable than 
conclusions drawn from Exhibit VIII. Fortunately the estimate 
used does not alter the relationship between investment proposals, 
although it may have some effect on the magnitude of returns 
for all investments. 
The telephone company incremental business will in 
any case be considerably less than the total bill presented 
to the telephone company so long as the occupancy rate would 
otherwise be high. For example, since the telephone company 
no longer comes on Sunday night, the biggest benefit seems 
to be that the rooms are doubles rather than singles. This 
would change if occupancy fell ott sharply. 
The future effect of the telephone business can be 
expected to be very differen' than it has been in the past. 
-· For one thing, the business will be coming in the summer and 
fall instead of the winter, but more important, as tourist 
volume falls off sharply, the telephone business means rooms 
rented that otherwise would not be. 
Putting a precise dollar value on this is not 
possible, but when tourist volume falls to 1,000 rooms per 
year nearly all of the telephone business should bring in 
revenue not otherwise attainable. Assuming a dozen rooms at 
four d~s per week for ten to fifteen weeks, $5,000 would be 
a reasonable estimate. Half of that amount, or ,2,500 is used 
as an approximate figure for 1960, the first year the men come 
in August. Amounts for other years are estimated by assuming 
a linear total double room sales relationship until ·t.he base 
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period is reached (1965). 
Total room revenue with no new investment may now be 
found by adding a constant $28,000 ('7 x 4,000 single rooms) 
to the revenue tor double rooma. The amounts for each year are 
plotted on chart 1. Forecasta are necessary fo·r a capital 
budgeting decision. These forecasts should serve their purpose. 
The tables below show the projected room sales and occupancy 
rates at the Stage Coach in the absence of additional investment. 
l!£ojstcteg Rom §al•l - !o &nvestmea! 
II&£ §ingle ~oub}.f! Tot~t:l 
1961 128,000 $27,000 sss,ooo 
1962 $28,000 124,700 $52,700 
1963 $28,000 120,200 $48,200 
1964 $28,000 $16,800 $44,800 
1965 $28,000 115,000 $43,000 
1968 128,000 $15,000 $43,000 
196'7 128,000 $15,000 143,000 
1968 128,000 $15,000 $43,000 
1969 128,000 $15,000 $43,000 
1970 128,000 115_.000 $43,000 
Projected Occupancx late§ - No &nvestmtni 
1111£ §in.,gl! D.9uble Tot9;6 
1961 36.5% 24.6~ 61.1" 
1962 36.5" 22.5" 59.0" 
1963 aa.5" 18.5" 55.()tl5 
1964 3a.s" 15.3" 51.8" 
1965 36.5~ 13.7~ 50.2% 
1966 36.S" 13.'1" so. 2" 
1967 36.5" 13.7" 50.2~ 
1968 36.5% 13.7" so. 2" 1969 3f1.5~ 13.7'1t 50.2% 
1970 36.5" 13.7" 50.2" 
Dfl!nins The Investment AJternatives 
The Olson•s are considering construction of a swimming 
pool, a restaurant, ten or twenty new units, a children's play 
area, barbeque pit, and canvas entrance oan~py. They are 
considering converting the libing room into a lounge-lobby and 
the~ are contemplating the purchase of a new sign, laundry 
equfpment a.nd the Philroae Motel. They would like to choose 
the most desirable projects considering, among other things, 
the funds they can raise to finance the investments. 
Some of the projects are mutually exclusive such as 
.\ 
the $50 1 000 restaurant and twenty new units. Both cannot be 
built on the spare lot. Others are interdependent such as the 
neon sign and a swimming pool. /!he pool will attract guests 
\ 
with or without a new sign,and a sign will attract some guests 
with or without a pool, Neither the pool nor the sign can be 
.considered entirely independently )}owever, since the pool will 
. ' 
~ttract Jore guests if a sign clearly advertises the pool's 
presence to the public. Similarly, the sign will attract more 
guests if it can advertise a pool. 
The total number of new guests attracted by construc-
ting both the pool a.nd the sign is not likely to be the same 
as the sum of guests attracted it only a pool, or only a sign, 
is constructed. Thus the two are interdependent. Very few 
of the proposals ar~ relatively indepenuent of each other. 
The task of constructing a capital budget would be 
I 
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eillpler it all pro34tota were 1Ddepeadent; ot each other, but tb1a 1a 
DOt. the eaae at-- St;ap Coaoh. !be poaaible maber ot inTeataeD\ 
ocabiaatiou tor the teD proj..U propoaed 1a 210 (1.02h) leas ~oM 
.. , are •W&llT exelusive. 
ft1a 1a an \IDWielq ma'ber t;o wol'k witill. The Dllllber can 
be l"eduoed b,r ocaMftiaa illf'eatilaente that would aon logically be UDder-
taken aialtaaeoualJ". Paelcete, or croapa of altematiina are oouiderecl 
ather tbaa 1Dd1Yidul iDYeetiHD'U. 
I bave elaaaitied the iawestaenta 1D\o the toUowiJic groupe 
aid aaauae 1D the tim anaqaia tibat t.he croupe an illdepeDd••• 
I. ~0 llllita 
A. Barbeque coab1Dt.Uoa and aeon aip 
B. Swi_,DI Pool and sip 
c. a.nau.raat, sip aDd lobtilr 
D. :::aal'beque ocabiaatioa, resW.urant 1 aip aDd lobb7 
E. 1-'•11\1 pool, renauraat, sip aDd lobb,r 
II. "9 wd.ta 
~ pool, nnaururt, s1cn and lobby 
III. SO UDita 
~ pool, reatauraDt 1 sip and lobby 
IY. tfo1ooo a..nau~ 
'. La!!J!!R !f!!e"' 
'l'be alp ia iaoluded tor all iaYean.eat.a ira croup I 
&Ill ira araapa II ud III beoau• it .... likeq a aip WO\Ild bave 
\o be baJ..lt to reeetve •ch beaet1t tJoaa the other .. bera 
/ 
of the group. The same reasoning holds true for the inclusion 
ot a pool and restaurant in groups II and III, for if the 
Stage Coach cannot fill thirty rooms without a new sign, 
restaurant and pool, how can it expect to till forty or fifty 
rooms without them? The lobby is included with all investmen-ts 
beginning with the restaurant because I feel it would logically 
be conv~rted at the same time the more expensive investments 
are undertaken ( the lobby only costs $1,200), 
The $50,000 restaurant is segregated for a very 
special reason. It is my feeling that although the guests 
want food facilities at the motel, they will be more concerned 
with the quality of the food and service than with the size of 
the restaurant. Since the $10,000 restaurant will not be open 
after dinner, I. also assume the guests will not mind going to 
Boward Johnson's or Shott's for any late evening snacks they 
might want. This means the only important monetary advantage 
of the $50,000 restaurant is that it can be expected to gross 
$5,000 more each year than the $10,000 restaurant. This ad-
vantage can be evaluated on a capital budgeting program as a 
separate decision. 
The reader should remeaber that if these groupings 
are not used (they need not be) some other combinations would 
have to be used instead. 
Now that the alternatives are arranged into groups, 
the margipal r•veaues, marginal costs and net returns of the 
various groups must be estimated in order to find the profit-
ability of each group. 
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!;£!Casting the yarsintl !utnY.e fgr ea.eh lnvestmen'\ 
§troup 
The marginal revenuee are determined by first fore-
casting total revenue that may he expected each year when each 
of the investment groups is accepted, then subtracting the 
total revenue expected for the corresponding year if no 
additional investment is made. 
Considering group I (thirty units), the major dis-
tinction seems to be between the demand for food facilities 
and the demand for recreation and glamour facilities. The 
question that must be answered is how much of the decrease in 
demand for rooms at the Stage Coach is due to a lack of fo.od 
facilities and how much is due to a lack of glamour and recrea-
tion facilities? 
Installing food facilities will help cut the decline 
in occupancy. Installing fo&d facilities should also help draw 
back some former guests who now find it more convenient to stay 
at a motel with a restaurant. The Stage Coach's commercial 
business should also sta.r.t growing again because the Stage 
Coach could become a. strong competitor for commercial men who 
insist on breakfast or dinner where they st~. 
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A recreation and prestige facility such as a swillllling 
pool, in addition to helping assure the return of present guests, 
will allow the Stage Coach to compete in a market they have 
not yet penetrated. Although such a facility could greatly 
alter the volume of tourist business, it would have reliatively 
little eftect 011 commercial business. 
Definite sales forecasts must be made keeping the 
above facts in mind. The exhibits indicate that 1957 could 
probably be considered a. year of "competitive equilibrium'' 
prior to the rapid shift in market dema.ndemphasizing conven-
ience and luxury facilities. Most of the rooms in the area 
had been built by that time and the Stage Coach maintained its 
customary forty percent double occupancy rate. Commercial 
business was still in a period of growth although the single 
occupancy rate failed to reach the same level as 1956 when 
only fifteen units were in operation. 
For purposes of measuring lhe potential effect of 
convenience and luxury facilities, 1957 is used as a steady 
state year.. That is, if the demand shift had no.:t~ occured, 
double occupancy would continue at about forty percent of 
total rooms available, while the single occupancy rate would 
increase slightly each year until it roached about 46%, 
considering 1955 and 1956 when only fifteen rooms were in 
operation. 
Now suppose the Stage Coach had a restaurant in 
1957. Sales would probably have been greater even though 
the important demand shift had not yet occurredJ at least 
two percent would probably have been the minimum increase 
conaidering both tourists and commercial men would find a 
restaurant t;l.a.a:.r.a.ble. Anything over ten percent would be 
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highly unlikely because this would have altered the Olson's 
position with respect t-o their competitors too drastically. 
Something like seven percent se .. s most likely. The average 
ot the minimum, maximum a.nd most likely estimates is 6.5% which 
would give a $4,225 increase using $65,000 as the 1957 base 
sales. 
The next step is to estimate the portion of the 
expected decline in double room volume from this assumed 
steady state leves That can be avoided by having food facili-
ties on the premises* Some persons want a restaurant; some 
want a pool; others want both. How ma.ny persons, although they 
may prefer a restaurant, pool or both, will stay at the Stage 
Coach if it addp food facilities, whereas they otherwise would 
not stay? 
Since more persons ask for a restaurant than ask for 
a pool, and since some persons who would like a pool will prob-
ably stay if at least a restaurant is available, I estimate 
that more than one-half of the decline ( I used two-thirds in 
the calculations) will be avoided if food facilities are made 
available. Since nearly all t.he other motels have food facili-
ties nearby, no drastic competitive shift would occur in later 
years as a result of other motels installing the same facility. 
~wimm!ng Pool 19d H•oa Sigs 
The same procedure was used in t.he case of, a swimming· 
pool except the calculations were more complex, A ·f.~imming pool 
is most eftective·during the summer months. I estimated the 
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""'-pool would be an effective revenue producer for eighty percent 
of the last-half year. This allows some leeway for the pool 
as a prestige item during the off season. I used twenty 
percent maximum, fifteen percent most likely and ten percent 
as the minimum increase in double rooms that could be expected 
during this period. This increased double rooms tor the 1957 
base period to 2185 double roams. Since other motels raised 
their rates by $1.50 to $4.00 after putting in a pool, I 
assumed the Stage coach would raise double rates by an average 
of 12.00 per room. This gave $26 1 200 as double room revenue 
for the period with a pool compared with $19 1000 for sales 
without a poel. The estimated increased revenue obtained by 
adding a pool is $7 1 200. 
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Lack of a swimming pool was the second most frequently 
given reason for not staying at the stage Coa.ch. However, 
persons who want both a pool and tood facilities may well be 
more easily con~inoed to stay at the Stage Coach if a pool_ is 
available and a restaurant just a few blocks away than they 
could be if food facilities were on the premises but no swimming 
or recreation facilities were available. Although a pool should 
,, 
not be expecte~ to be as effeotive_as a restaurant, it should 
nevertheless entice about half of the persons to stay who would 
not stay without either a pool or a restaurant. 
Barbegye Qo;binat&oa and Ness Sign 
The barbeque, playground and canvas entruce canopy 
were suggested to serve as a substitute for the pool. As a 
substitute, this group ot investments should serve well,: but 
not so well as a pool, for the present demand is for a pool, 
not substitueing for a pool. The majority of persons demanding 
a pool might accept a different prestige or recreation facility, 
but some yould surely insist em a pool, Similarly, some 
persons seeking a. children's playground and ba.rbeque area might 
accept a pool as a substitute. At the present time tourists 
are demanding pools and any sub&titute must be expected to 
result in a loss of some business. Then too, the pool can be 
expected to draw some local weekend business from families in 
the Youngstown area. Considering the advantages a pool has 
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over subs.:titute prestige a.nd recreation facilities, it seems 
reasonable to estimate that the combination playground, bar-
beque, and entrance canopy should be more than half as effective, 
but not equally as effective as a pool would be in retaining 
present guests and drawing new business. Seventy-five percent 
was used in the calculations. It should be understood that 
this substitute will not alJ;,1.ya b.e a.s effective as it can be 
expected to be during the near future. 
Very few motels have swimming pools now, but more can 
be expected to build a pool within the next few years. This 
will reduce the effectiveness of ·a poo.l substitute. The motels 
without poo,ls have lost a share of the market they once held 
and cannot be expected to sta.nd.idly by while their competi-
tion takes away their business. The barbeque and playground 
may be highly effective during this interim period simply 
because it is next best to a pool, but once pools are ubiqui-
tous there will be little n~ed for a next best substitute, 
unless of course, the next best alternative is available at 
a lower price. 
There is no way to determine the cross-elasticity 
of demand in e.d.vancet but neglecting thist it is certain that 
the demand curve for rooms at the stage Coach will shift down-
ward to the left as pools are inst.,alled at the other motels 
in the area. The barbeque playground combination however, would 
not be accompanied by an increase in room rates. Other motels 
can be expected to charge 11-$4 more per room after installing 
a pool. The difference in rates means the Stage Coach would 
attract a sizeable proportion ot those tourists for whom a. 
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pool is unimportant, or for whom a pool is a luxury they prefer 
not to pay for. The calculations are based on the as~umption 
that after two years'of being seventy-five percent as effective 
as a pool in increasing r~bm volwae, the barbeque playground 
combination will fall to fifty percent effectiveness. The 
estimated dollar increase in room revenue is obtained as tollowst 
Forecasted revenuea 1900 roORa x (3/4 x 15/lOO~ 10~) x 110 
121,400 
Lesaa normal room revenue lfttOOg 
Increase in room revenue I 2,400 
Since &2,400 is 1/3 of $7 1 200 (inerease ~or the pool), the 
barbeque and playground combination accounts for 1/3 of the 
difference between sales with no investment and sales with 
a pool tor the first two years. After two years: 
Forecasted 1"'f;Tenue: 1900 J'ooms x 
Lessa normal room revenue 
Increase in room revenue 
(! x16~ .. 100~) 
$20,400 
.~r:~os 
X $10 
Thus the barbeque and playground combination account for 7/S6 
of the difference between sales with no investment and sales 
with a .wimming pool. 
&••ttwtEt• Pgtle L!>bs;r; a.nd Sign 
t 
If the Olson's choosef to:construot both a pool and 
a restaurant at this time, they: can expect to obtain more than 
their normal share of the Youngstown motel business. Exhibit. 
indicates that courts with more units have a higher occupancy 
rate on the average. Part of the reason for this is that the 
larger and newer motels have more ta.cilities such as restau-
rants and pools. This, combined with the fact that Youngstown 
area motels with pools and resta.ura.nts have maintained or in-
creased their share of the market is strong evidence that the 
percentage of occupancy will rise above normal in the short 
run if a pool and restaurant is constructed. 
A good indication of the magnitude of the expected 
increase in occupancy can be obtained by comparing Olson's 
,~-
occupancy statistics with those of the industry as a whole. 
Exhibit VI shows that courts with sixty-onf units or more 
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averaged 78~ oC4Upancy for the yea~s 1957, 1958 and 1959• 
while courts with fewer units averaged progressively less. 
Courts with eleven to twenty units averaged less than sixty-
seven percent. To the extent that additional facilities and 
glamour add to demand, a restaurant, pool, new neon sign and 
expanded lobby should bring the Stage Coach to a competitive 
position on a par with motels classified in the largest group. 
Other factors also contribute to the difference in 
occupancy rates between larger and smaller motels. Larger 
motels may have more aggressive advertiming campaigns, better 
locations, bettermanagement. Some tourists (or commercial men 
-
also for that matter) may choose a particular motel simply 
because it is large, or because it is new. 
All the evidence presented in the case indicates that 
added facilities, not added rooms have been the fundamental 
factor causing the shift in demand for rooms at Youngstown 
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area motels. As explained earlier in the analysis, the construe-
~· 
tion of pools and restaura.ntsihas .been the significant factor 
. ~ 
behind the shift. 
The Olson's should not expect their opcu:pancy rate 
to increase mucb above 80~ if investment ID is undertaken 
because 80- is slightly above the average rate tor the group 
of motels which for the most part already have the facilities 
the Olson's are contemplating. They can be fairly certain on 
the other hand, that the occupancy rate will be at least 70~ 
for the Stage Coach consistently maintained 7~ occupancy in 
years when ~hey competed on even terms with other motels 
with regard to facilities. Sevent7-tive percent is a few 
percentage points above the average for motels of 21-40 units, 
a few percentage points above the average for motels in the 
North Central States, and a few percentage points below the 
average for motels of more ih&n sixty units. Seventy-five 
percent occupancy is probably a more reliable figure tha.n 
either seventy or eighty percent. 
Usiqg a seventy-five percent occupancy rate and the 
' 
normal year concept discussed previously, double room volume 
should be in the vicinity of 4,250 rooms because 4000 single 
rooms are considered normal. Slightly less than half of these 
double rooms (about 2,000) can be· expected with a pool only). 
Thus the expected revenue for 1961 is $28,000 ($7 x 4,000 rooms) 
plus 142,500 (110 x 4,250 double rooms) plus $4,000 ($2 x 2,000 
double rooms at higher rate) giTing a. total of $74,500. 
1. 
'· Single sales can be expected to increase about 11,000 
per year until the forty-six percent maximum is reached because 
a restaurant is included in the investment. Double room sales 
as computed above assume the Stage Coach would have a competi-
. 
tive advantage over most of the other motels in the area. This 
advantage should be expected to vanish after about two years as 
other motels meet the competition by adding swimming pools and 
wha.teTer other facilities they feel are required. Figure 
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shows the forecasts for each year.. The equilibrium level reached 
_,y- • 
after several years is just under $77 ,ooo, wi.th single sales 
at $35,0QO and double sales just und&r $42,000. 
~ 
This investment ia compared to I D just as I B was 
compared to I A. A barbeque, canopy, and playground can be 
expected to bring in about three-~ourths of the additional 
revenue a pool would brinf' in excess of the revenue obtained 
by investin~ in a restaurant, situ and lobby. In 1966 for 
example, investment I D should result in sales about 89,600 
greater than investment I c. Inveatmnt I E thus results in 
sales about 17,200 greater than I c. 
Zoru Jluitt 
Forecasts for forty units are derived in much the 
same manner as those tor thirty unite. Estimates of double 
and single room volume and revenue are made for the first two 
·~ years when the Stage Ooach will have a temporary advantage 
over most of the otherl.motela. Then the forecasts are revised 
to account for the change in. business after other motels build 
pools. 
The estimates for the first two years are made by 
comparing the rela.tionshlp between l966_a.nd 1957 reve~ue.~d 
.. 
then projecting a similar relationship for the transi·tion from 
thirty to forty units. Demand for double rooms fully absorbed 
the additional capacity at the Stage Coach in 1957. Capacity 
increased more than 100~. Because the increase from thirty to 
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f~rty units is small compared to the total number of units 
available in the Youngstown are, and because the Stage Coach 
would be i.n an excellent oompetetive position after install-
ing the po~l, restaurant, sign and lobby, the Olson's can expect 
demand to tully absorb the added capacity. Volume ~ double 
rooms ahould be about one-third greater than the volume tor 
investment I E. 
This means that about 5,660 double rooms can be 
expected tor each of the first two years. Using the same 
methods of computations as preYiously explained, double room 
sales should be about $62,000 in 1961, Single rooms sales 
cannot be expected to show a similar increase. 
1957 sales ot single rooas increased 39~ over 1956 
s-.Ies,Yhan capacity was increased by lOQ1&. There is no reason 
to believe commercial volume will expand much faster than this 
now. One-third of the previous percentage increase is about 
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all that can be hoped for in the abort run. Projected s~ngle 
room sales tor 1961 should then be about 113~ of $28,000 
($31,000) and total revenue should be in the vicinity of $93,000. 
Revenue from commercial business can be expected to 
show a steady increase just as for thirty units. In addition 
to the favorable long term trend previously noted tor commercial 
business, addition of the extra ten rooms and the other facili-
ties may draw a tew salesmen who normally prefer hotels to ~all 
motels. If $1,000 per year increase can be expected for thirty 
units, $1;500 per year incre&se is probably reasonable tor 
forty units. 
As other motels react to the more intensive 
competition by enacting improvement programs of their own, 
Olson's volume of double rooms occupied will decline until 
a new equilibrium share of the market is determined. Thirty-
three percent double occupancy was used for thirty units and 
is also used for forty units. The decline is assumed linear· 
for two years, so that total second year revenue would be 
about $92,500 a.nd third year revenue about $90,000. Figure 
shows the revenue forecasts for each year. 
J!i:(j;y Units 
The more favorable occupancy rates of the large 
motels has been primarily due to the additioanl facilities 
they make available to their guests. The actual number of 
units at the motel is of less importance than the taoilities 
they offer; this is as true for a fif.ty unit operation as it 
is for one of seventy or ~i&hty units. Neverthelees, the mere 
,, 
fact that a motel has fif~ rather than thirty units is an 
advantage under certain circumstanees. 
With fifty rooms, the Stage Coach would be one ot the 
largest motels on the South Side of Youngstown. Tourists 
seeking a larger establishment would include the Stage Coach 
as one of their possible choices, because it would be large 
vi th respect to other motels in the area. This ·Nould not be 
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true of a thirty or forty room operation. 
Most of the reasons for choosing a fifty unit motel 
over a thirty or forty unit motel on the basis of size alone 
are purely psychological. It is the old quesuon of a status 
symbol. A fiftyroom motel is large enough to be managed 
professionally, whereas most person• know that nearly all 
twenty, thirty or forty unit establishments are run by inde-
pendent operators, "Mom and Pop" motels as they are sometimes 
called. Persons who guage their status by material possessions 
m~ feel a motel not managed by professionals is beneath their 
dignity. Other persons may use the age of a motel .as a guide 
to its status. Newer motels would be highly desirable whereas 
older motels would be relatively undesirable. Since newer 
motels are generally larger, ther•.may be a tendency to group 
all larger motels together as acceptable and all smaller motels 
together as probably older and therefore unacceptable. 
Porecasts of room revenue tor fifty units allow tor 
this advantage by adding 3% double occupancy ito the thirty and 
torty unit rates. Forty-two percent double occupancy is used 
tlH~ first year, forty percent the second year and thirty-eight 
percent therafter. Revenue from single rooms should jump to 
$35,000 the first year based on 1957 performance and c&n be 
exp~cted to increase at perhaps 12,000 per year until commercial 
occupancy reaches about 46- of capacity. This results in total 
revenue of $117,500 the first year, $116,500 the second year 
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$115,&00 the third year and $117,500 the fourth year. Figure 
c-1 plots the forecasts for the first ten year. 
1 Sales forecasts and estimates of marginal revenue 
for investment groups IV, v, and VI are not discussed until 
later in the analysis. Marginal operating cost, depreciation 
and federal income taxes are considered here for the investments 
already discussed so the reader can follow the discussion leading 
to forecasted dollar returns with the facts of the investments 
still fresh in his mind. 
Marginal Coar\tt. 
Some costs will be incurred in order to maintain 
the investments in group I, but these costs can be ignored for 
practical purposes. For example, Mr. Olson would clean the 
pool and add chlorine occasiona~ly, but the chemicals should 
not cost more than a few hundred dollars per year at the most, 
and there would be no cost (other than an inconvenience cost) 
for Mr. Olson's time. Mr. Olson believes the ope~ating costs 
for the restaurant can be covered by income from the sale of 
food. The marginal costs associated with investments in group 
I will not be the co~ts of maintaining the facilities, for 
these can be ignored, but will instead b_e t.he variable expense 
incurred as a result of renting more rooms .. 
Exhibit III shows _the relationship between rooms sales 
and operating costs at the Stage Coach Motel.. Variable op•rating 
expenses averaged 27.4% ot sales fo.r the years 1957 through 1959. 
This means that net operating income increased each year an 
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average of 1726 for each increase of ¥1,000 in sales and 
declined 1726 on the average for each 11,000 decline in sales. 
The marginal cost associated with the marginal revenue produced 
by the investments in group I is as;swned to be 27.4~ of the 
marginal revenue. 
It new units are built, fixed operating costs such 
as insurance, taxes, maintenance, advertising and replacemellts, 
will be incurred in addition to the prime costs associated 
with renting the rooms. The additional fixed cost of operating 
ten new unit;'s is estimated to be 13,100 while the estimates 
tor twenty new units is $6 1 200. The estimates are obtained 
by dividing the total of the above named expenses for 1957, 
1958 and 1959 by three years to obtai»: the average fixed cost 
of o.per a ting thirty units, and then multi plying this amount 
by 1/8 to find the fixed cost of operating ten units and by 
2/3 to find the fixed cost of operating twenty units. 
The table on the following page shows the marginal 
profit (marginal revenue - marginal costs) associated with 
investments in groups I, II and III. 
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Mg.rsi.na1 Proti]s o' IB.,.•ar\ments 14 - III 
Year IA IB IC lD I§ II III 
1961 $4,864 : i6,316 $7,550 $1t,616 113,068 125,141 139,393 
1962 5,808 6,824 9,659 12,052 13,576 35,287 40,264 
1963 7,042 8,712 12,487 16,117 18,048 27,610 43,023 
1964 8,,069 10,091 14,520 '< 19,602 21,344 33,022 46,725 
1966 8,712 10,600 17,279 22,506 24,103 33,200 49,847 
19.86 8,712 10,600 16,698 21,780 23,450 34,000 51,227 
1967 8,712 .lo,eoo 17,279 . 22,506 24,103 35,015 52,751 
1968 8,712 10.,600 17,279 ' 22,506 24,103 35,959 54,203 
1969 8,712 10,600 17,279 22,506 24,103 36,830 55,500 
1970 8,712 >;' 10,600 17,279 22,606 24,103 37,237 57;107 
These returns must be adjusted to show tu·,ettect of 
deprecia.tion charges on earnings. 
Deprec1at1oll otle.rgea reduce the tedersl 1noo .. tax tor 
ttle JU.r tbey are ctlarged aga1nat 1noome. !be appropriate 
aaoanta tor each Jear are ooaputed below ua1ng the au .. ot 
the Jear'4 d1g1ta aethod, a tea ,..r 11te tor the barbeque, 
Jlayground, canopy, s1gn and pool ani a twenty t1ve year 
11te tor all other aaae-ta. '!be au• ot tbe year-''a d1g1ta 
.. tbod 1a uaed to deter tax· P*T .. nta until a later rea~; the 
ten rear 11te 1a uaed to 1Dd1oate a aborter eoonoa1o 11te 
than pbra1oal lite; the t'went:r tlve' rear per1o&, 1a used aa 
the a1n1mum wr1te ott t1me the Olaon•a could expect tbe 
Iatema.l Re•enue Sen1ce to asre• t• tor bu11d1nga and 1• 
proveMnta. 
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1962 
196, 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
Allfl ii&MD -
Barbeque,. playground, canop7 
BMD Sltpt 
'rotal 
Swiaa1ns Pool 
a.oa Sign 
fetal 
110,000 
S.QQO 
lis,ooo 
10/,5 
9~55 
8/55 
t/55 6"/55 
5/.55 
4/55 
91.0 
820 
130 
635 
545 
725 
365 
270 
180 
ft~ • lltb•aY• 
,, 50 
1,310 
1,160 
1,020 
'~55 2t.55 
1/55 
, .. , ·kQJU?· >•t•t~l"&lat I.Obbt. 
t'o'-l 
'-· un1ta 
Reat&UI'&Dt 
Lob:bJ 
•.· •• &1 
'.1\teatT unite 
Rea'-Uhnt 
LobbJ~ 
'l"ota1 
90 
870 
125 
580 
435 
290 
145 
' <ill' ·. fio .. ooo l,&Q.fj lit,i60 
t6;,ooo 
10,000 
rtt:• 
1130,000 
10,000 
1.2QQ 
lt4i,200 
2,730 
2,450 
2,180 
1,910 
1,640 
1,360 
1,090 
820 
545 
275 
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~ltMI~E-~rA~a\~1~•--~siHur.\~5 ... &1111&l9ubl¥b;r..._· -.iJine· !M: .• Jln~....,1 tlilolilsiolol, Rt.llll ... t t.w=tt.~o.,..'Qwac.ht...._~iP~8·D1ti·BfL 1961 25/325 186 15~~ 110,970 
1962 24/325 830 ' 5.650 10' 500 
1963 23/325 . 795 5,400 10,100 
.19f4 22/3'25 760 5,160 9,650 
1~5 21/325 725 4,930 ,,20500 
1966 20/325 690 41100 1t7 
1967' 19/.,325 655 4,460 8,325 
1968 18 325 620 4,240 7,880 
1969 . lT/325 585 4,000 7,450 
1970 16/32, 550 3,760 7 ,ooo 
tb.• un·depreclated balance dter ten years la 120/J25 or 
thlr\J seven percent ot the orisiaal cost ot the inveat .. nt. 
The- amaual depreclatioa tor each inveatunt 1a 
tound b7 addlns the depreciation troa tbe tables above tor 
each ot •• coaponenta ot the inveatmel'lt. Investments I A 
and I B baYe tlrat :r••r depreciation allowancn ot 11.,450 
and 12,730 respecti'Yel;r, but I a 1s composed ot 1910 (sign) 
and t86~•t-· and lobbJ) tor a total ot 11,715., InYnt• 
aent I J) 18 coapoaed or 11.450 aad 1865 the t1rat rear vhtle 
I I is composed ot 12,730 and 1865. Innstaent II ia coli-
posed ot a new aisn and pool with a tlrat rear depreciation 
charge ot 12~730, a reatau~ aad lobbJ alteration, an~ ten 
new units, 15,860. 
Inco.. atter taxes is tncreased bf the amount de-
preciated ault1plte4 bJ' the applloable tax rate, t. income 
• 
betore taxes, therefore, 1a etteot1velr increased bf the 
atter tax lnoreaae in 1nooae d1vlded by 1-t. !be etteot1ve 
increase 1n betore tax 1nooae due to depreciation, 11 , can 
be expressed quantit•t1velr ••* 
B:d : !IS. • 
1-t 
Aaau ... tor example, that income betore taxes and 
depreciation 1a Oto,ooo, depreo1at1on is t4,ooo and the tax 
rate 1a th1rt7 percent. Attar tax 1nco•• in the abaenae ot 
dapl'eola't1on would be 11,000., but depreciation reduces 
taxable incoae to 16,000, taxes to 11,800 and ralaea attar 
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tax 1nooM to $8,.200.. Inooae before taxes would. hi."fe to 
be ttt,n4 to produce 18,200 atter tax 1ncoae it 4eprec1at1()n 
waa no~ deducted before coaput1ng the tax. the dep~1at1on 
cha~g•, 1n effect, 1no~•••d net oper•t1ns income by t1;714, 
the 41t~erenoe between ttl.,n4 and llO,OOOt 
ltt,T14 - lto,ooo : Ill;,~, z .lQ : ___dL_ 
• 0 r:;r-
!be ettect1ve earnlnsa before '•x••• &8bt, tor each 
ot the, proposed. cinveatut~t ooablnatlona 18 computed bJ add-
iDS the ettect1Ye increase tn before tax 1nooae due to de-
preo1at.lon to the aarginal profit• MP. 
lD theOPJ, the tax rate used in computing Ed 4.-
p~da on the leYel ot taxable taco... It taxable 1ncoae is 
125.000 or ao~. t tor ooaputtng 14 should be .52. If 
taxable· income 1a leas than 125,000, t shoul4 be .)0 tor 
depreciation equal to the ditterenoe betwe9n l25,00o and 
taxable tnooae, and .52 tor the balance ot the depreciation 
oharge. '10 a1ap11fy the prooe4~, t ot .52 1a uaed onl7 tor 
1nveataenta II and III tor wbioh IW o1earlr indicates aore 
tblll 125,000 ot taxable 1ncoae •. Itt tor Yar1ous ooab1nat1on 
ot 1nveataenta 1a shown below tor both tbe 30~ and 52- tax 
rates. 
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ltttaSiY• ~cttut tn hjoa ft.x mao1• Ptat ,to Qt~uo11\1ou 
. t; ~10 
fttf · ftf4& ' A&so il~tT~ s&a Hf&- ' kbt ' fj38 
1962 568 . 1 ,065 358 355 
1963 496 . 930 JJ6. 310 
1964 440 825 . J25 . 275 
316 ; 705 314 235 
·. 312 585 291 195 
.. 248 465 280 . 155 
.,_,., .• ,'0 •. •. . 184 345 100 115 
128 240. 246 80 
19'70 .. 120 120 . 235 40 
IUes:tciD.IDQttll' 1D .,_. 111 IA02U PHI \o Jal12tlc11Siton 
1: ·52 
. 10,025 . 
9,100 . 
9,178 
8,754 
8,472 
8,048 
7,625 
? 200 
.. {' 
6,.728 
6,.354 
.Pog),.4J; S1g 
12 ,51~. 
2,265 
2,014 
1,762 
l,$10 
1.,258 
t,oo6· 
755 
504' 
252 
,b11U\J;nS tht ftlYt gt it\YCRI a(t.ll: 197Q 
ten rears 1a.a rather co~venlent but arb1tr~ry 
period tor ~1oh the returns bave been estimated. Returns 
att.er ten years 11uat be accounted tDr 1n sou<·~ar: other-
. . 
w1ae tbe method ot eat1aa.tdlt'$;~d"'lt.'~I'Mfft·a have. the sa•• 
drawback tbt p~yout p•~ft ... lbod. baa-returns atter a spec1-
t1td date a.r.,l,:~l~'Nd. The problem 1s less serious arter 
ten f4J,Il'a:;.;'·tb.an atter only one· of' two years, first because 
a longer per1od or ti'!le tor wbt.oh till the rsturna are oon-
tllleftl la 1'1tety to be uaa4 ~ (. fafbaclt period in this oase 
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vou14 ignore retuma after two or three 1••r•) • and 
aecond, becauae the p~aent value ot tbe return• attar taa 
reara 1a not aa great as th~ actual return. The :?r&ot1oal 
solution uaed 1n the analya1a aaa1gna a 1970 value to all 
tutvre earnings ot eaob 1nYeataent after 1970. · All retuma 
attar 1970 are assumed to ha.e ao .. value ln 1970, wb1oh 1a 
t.be a•ount used 1n the o&~oulat1ona., 
Low, aoat 11k~l7 1 and hlgb estimates are made tor 
the aalea value of' the 1~veatunt proJects. '!'he peaala1at1o 
eet1aate altowa on17 r.al estate value attar ten yeara. The 
r~"~••t' nlue of the 1nveat11enta 1a 11ketr to be low 1r 
no eamtnga can be expected fl'o• the 110te1. !be real eat.ate 
value of' btd td1np la eat1J!aate4 at t1ttr pero~t ot ol'1~1nal 
ooat tor ooaputatlon purpo•••· Tb.e a150, aw1rlm1ng pool, 
bar~que, reatau~t equ1pient and lobb7 altarat1Qna are 
&asumed to ba'fe no scrap 'falue. !he moat 1.1kelJ eatt .. te 
aaauaea a sales value tor future earnings of' tlve t1aea 1970 
net return• before taxes wb11e the opt1m1*t1o eat1•ataa 
aaau• a aalea value eq,ual to seven and one halt t1aea 1910 
net returns betore taxes. !he -~s~t~ average 18 arnved at 
b7 aaa1s;n1ng twenty t1ve penent w•1ght1n! taotora to tbe 
peaa1ll1atlo, and opt1•1at1o eat1aates and a tltty percent 
tactol' to the .probable eat1aate. !be table below shows the 
torecaata tor lnYeataenta I tbrougb III. 
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8mtlkt\ l2ZO · k\11 r.al.YI 
I 8 
r c 
t 0 
t s 
tl 
III . 
wax 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ie;o,ooo lss.ooo 
22,000 
53,500 
88,000 
58,000 
122,500 
204,500 
,18,500 
,,,000 . 19,000 
ao ,250 96. aoo 
132.000 71,000 
86,000 50,750 
183,750 107,200 
301,000 179,000 
478,000 218,600 
!be ••tl•te tor 1 tt vaa adjust•~ :1ovnvar! hJ uatras 
two. uad one halt ·tmd. tl•• t1Ha 197'0 eam1nga rather tban 
rtve and aeven ani .. lne half t1aea the 1..970 •~rn1nga be-
oaua• tbe tuture ot tb• baro•qae- restaurant co•o1nat1on 
aeeu 11ore unoert.aln tban tbe otb.er 1raveataets. 
Tbe aatoa v•tue eatlaated above can only be Juatl• 
tied em the btt.s1e ot a "golns aonoem" wtth a a·:~natdez-able 
aaount ot so~d v111. !he eat1aatea are the sates vatu• or 
~taeounted future returao rather than tbe asaet value at 
1970. 1'b1a la wbJ the ft1Ue at 19'70 oan 'be aneN.l t1ua the 
replaoe.-nt ooat. 
ftae eatlufAd ••1•• value tor 1970 1a not tbe dol tar 
return tbat can be ezpeoted. r~eral 1naou taxes auat ·be 
pale! either on tbe 1ncoae or satn f't-1)11 tbe pror;,ertJ. A ca-p-
1tal saln 1a •••ueed to be o~nalatent with the •~1• aaaaap. 
tlOft. !be galn 4•;.:-enda on tbe adJaatei.1 coat baa1a ot tbe ln -
Yeat._.t wblcb ts th.e undeprec1at.e4 ooat. The oap1 tal p.ln 
1a kXtd at twenty t1 ve percent, eo the unliepreol~ttod coat 
:'·.~-£>'!~=~>:. .~·:; / 
etteot1Yely 1noreaaea tbe betore tax value ot the aale prloe 
'by .25/. 75 1 ot tb• a4juated coat basta •. l•bt tor tbe aale 
- ., 
132 
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ot tbe value ot tbe returns atter 1970 la shown below. 
I A 119,000 i 0 
I B 46,800 0 
· retu~ Ql 1111 ;t lDJtl~· I o 19,ooo · 
I 0 17,000 ·4,150 
t ~ 1o1,5oo ~rY30 
J 1: 107,200 4,150 
II 179,000 28,200 
III 278,600 52,300 
0 47,000 
1,383 7B,ooo· 
1,383 10),000 
1,383 109,000 
9,900. 188,000 
17,433 296 ,ooo 
... 
lftle rate ot return on investment is computei uains 
the moditiei y1elr.1 method. deaorlbed. in lart I ot tbe tbeaia. 
Ra~ur.na are oowpounded at an interest rate that is expected 
to ba available at the t1ae the returns are received. !be 
rat~ need not be accurate but 1t should. be th.e beet eatiaate 
available at tbia time tor tb.e future rate of return on in-
vestment. Tbe Olaon'a could tnveat surplus tunda 1n mort-
!&sea or fixed securities ot any other type or even ooaaom 
stock tor that matter, but they w111 probably nave to use 
moat ot the returns for reinveetaent in tbe motel in the 
form or mortgage payments. !bey ebould. expect a twenty per-
cent annual return before taxes tor an investment ot tb.1a 
nature; otherw1ee they ahoul4 not be 1n the 111ote1 bua1ngaa, 
later investments are available to them at lower rates ot 
return. ~wenty percent la used aa the a1n1mum aoapound in-
terest rate to be ex-pected; tbla rate 1s substantiated both 
by the returns ot)ler motel f. in ·ttheL·1~~us't;ry §SE9m.. · ~~ -~ ~ 
t1ng and by the past pertoru.nce '"at the s,age Coach. Ir no 
other knowted!• or future investment prospects were avail-
able, twent:r percent would be used as the compounding factor 
tor all 1nveataenta. 
· ·Goae investments return oonsidera'bl;r sore than 
twent:r pt,-rcent. Inveatmanta IA., IB, and Ia oerta1nl;r return 
aore than th1a and it looks aa though most of the others 
will alao, but to a lesser degree. This means we can b-J sure 
ot investing some returns at aore than twenty percent, but 
aa the amount we want to invest geta larger, the rate at 
vh1oh we can be sure of' investing the funds gets smaller. 
'l'blrty percent 1s. uaed as the coapoundin ~ tactor f'or Invest-
menta IA, IB, ani IO because we can, be opt1a1st1e about 
getting that a•ount as a return on t.uMre investments it any 
of' tboae investments are undertaken now. 
the tables below abow the etrect1ve returns before 
taxes, tor 1nYeatment groups I through III, followed by the 
1970 value or those returns • 
.. ittAAS.l:zt ~ttum• lttor• fUea 
~ IA . IB ftg IR Ii II IX I i I s,488 I 7,48& l,7oo I 12;61o 114;66! I ,,,o~s I 51,935 
1962 6,376 1,889 10,727 12,978 15,000. 32,787 52,029 
1963 1,538 9,642 13,44t\ 16,919 19,)14 34,567 54,215 
1964 8,499 10,916 15,395 20,:567 22,.494 39,508 57,241 
1965 .9.,088 11,305 16,829 21,744 2:5,.815 39,282 59,831 
1966 9,024 11,185 17,379 22,383 24,326 39,601 60,533 
1967 8,960 11,065 17,869 23,034 24,848 40,136 61,382 
1968 8,896 10,945 17,178 22,959 24,717 40,600 62,158 
1969 8,84o 10,849 17,685 22,88o 24,589 40;991 62,732 
1970 8,776 10,720 17,594 22,805 24,458 40,918 63;713 
1970 19,000 47,000 78,000 103,000 109,000 188,000 296,000 
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flf Qa,, t•Si~a&: I at' ., lD IQ • 937 I ~,7,& fitt ;494 liat,515 1962 11.0)24 10.)42 67,0,. 118,344 
1963 8.1122 61,601 78,795 109,857 
1964 6.05Y. 51,448 65,019 93,192 
1965 4.4Mo 40,750 50,691 75,461 
1966 ,.3215 29,91) 31 '150 ·51;12-\ 1967 2.4604 22.044 27,223 
"'·964 1968 1.8225 16,2\2 19,947 ,2,400 
1969 1.,500 11,.934 14,634 3,,81'. 
1970 1.0000 8,716 10,720 17,5~ 
1910 \eOOOO I 19.QQQ I !tz.oog zo .. ooo 
total a (Rounded) •• 1.,,700 1550,700 1780,1.00 
r• 49- 44:& 48:C 
12m "l.VI at ltttc~2.!1 st•'Ua&l - .2Q1 QslaQ.Q'Ali11n il tlct.Q£ 
llf ggmp. 51gtic I2 11 li I'I f~ 5.15965,518 I T5:90o"' liTO; 24 1287;974 
1962 4.2996 55,802 , ••• 97 140,978 223,714 
196, 3.58)2 60,622 69,20' 148,631 ,,,,114 
1964 2.9860 &>,81, 67,164 11.1,966 170,915 
1965 2. 488, 54,105 59,259 91,745 148,877 
1966 2.0736 46,413 50,442 82,tt6 125,521 
1967 l. 7280 )9,802 42,937 69,355 106,028 
1968 1.4400 ,,,060 35,592 58,464 89,501 
1969 1.2000 27,456 29,506 49,169 75,278 
19'70 1.0000 22,805 ,,,458 40.91.8 63,71) 
1970 .l·OOQQ lO,,OQ.Q },Qi.OQg l§I.QQQ I9§ 10QP 
Tot.ala (Roundt1) 8569,400 16d,OOO t1,161t,ooo 11,801,000 
ra -\O:C YT!I 29,C 28;C 
Let u• ••• bow tbaae 1n•eatcent opportWt1t1ee 
OOIIP&t'e wltb 1n•••tHn\ a1tenaat1••• IV, V, anl VI. 
If. ktPDtrt igytpag~ 
!'be rate or retum tor- tbe 1aun1r7 equlpunt ta 
arr1Yed at to a ao .. vbtt 11ttorent .. nnar. Inatallatton ot 
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the laundry •qulmant ts 1nt.nd.e1 to reduc~t costs rather t.bllll 
increase aalea. The nat aaYln$& attributed aaoh r•ar to the 
taun·!ry ls the annual operating coat aa'flnga 1••• app1.1oab1e 
adJustments ror i$?ree1atton lnoo .. erreot. 
fbe uanual op~rat1n; coat •••1n3s ror a tbtrty untt 
operation ls aattaat•d b•tovt 
19511aun:trr ooet 
1958 .. .. 
1959 .. .. 
Total 
12,06:5 
2,121 
a·U'l 
16.~59 
Av•rase tor tba three rearet 
Operating ooat (t strl, 10 bre./wk, 
tor 52 we.) tt/hr 
Soap, water, ate. 
Reduotton 1n op•ratlne; coat, annually 
12,1.53 
tt .560 
. . m 1.M 
' 29 
Tbs total ooat or the propoaei taunrlrr equtpunt 18 
13, '510 but J!;r. 01&-:'.ln be\1n•• tm can be retl$e,1 tro• the 
Pta or the exlatlng equtpset, ao the net outlay tor new 
equipment wout:! be just ovar 13,000. Asaum1n.; a )0_. tax rate, 
au• ot the ~1g1ta depreo1atton, and a reaa1~ •atua or $600 tor 
the 1aun1rJ equipment att"r ten JGII.MJ 1 the table below &1'188 
ths t'oreoaatad 1ncrea•• 1n lt•bt ae a reaut t of the operat.1ns 
coat •••tnsa. 
l36 
To tat 
thla pl'Ojeot fall• to ntum even ten percent on 
1ts own sarita, wblle oth&r 1nveata&nta are aasuu-1 to exlat 
at twenty percent. Furtberwore, a aepara te laund-ry rooa vhlcb 
wou11 have to be bu11. t at a coat ot ts,ooo 1r the 11v1ng roo• 
1a converted tnto a lounge baa not been 1nolu1a1 ln the coat. 
'l'h1a proJect can b4t r.jeot•4 tro• & oa.p1ts.1 bu1.g-at1ng 'f1ev-
point. 
! 150 ,ago IIIS.IU£10\· 
The 150,000 restaurant vout1 be leased a.t 35,000 
per rear 1r conatruete:!. l~&rt or tb1a ~5,000 woul:i have to 
be pa11 out tor 1neurance, and tor real estate taxea. Theae 
expenses w~uli prob&b17 average about 1500 to 11,000 aaauains 
the tenant P•J• tor repa1ra and aalnwnance. Ta.xea on real 
eatata for tna years 1951 through 1959 av"rag~1 #1,551 per 
rear. t1tty tbouaan~ 1ollara 11 about on9 quart4tr or one t1ttb 
ot the 't&tue or tn• ex1at1ng bu1111nsa at the Stage Ooach, ao 
ta.xea on the rtatauMlr)t aboutd be aouwheNt in thJ Y1o1n1tr 
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or three or four bunire·1 tot tars. Insurance expense shown 
ln !xblblt II totata 16,459 tor tb• yeara 19'57 through 1. 959, 
but th1a amount sight include •~lor•• bosp1tal11at1on, 
automobile 1nauranc• sni perDape other insurance not r.lated 
to bu11d1ns;s. A better tn41C.•t1on ot the 1nauranoe prec1u• 
tor tl'l~t restaurant oan be obta1ne1 by •ntdn1ng txbtblt IV. 
Insurance exp~s• var1ttd rroa t.oe;C to 1. 26l! ot room aat•a 
tor 21-40 un1t -.ot•la tor the p•rlod 1951 thr'"'J3h 1959, wblcb 
lt the Sta::,e Co.r&cb 1a typical ot the lniuetry t.a a whole, 
'• 
would 1ni1oate ,tbat lnaura.noe •sPeD•• tor tha bu1111ns prob-
ably averag:ea ab"3ut 1800 per r•ar. It ttu r•staurant prealuaa 
would. be 1n •qual proportlom t.o tho aot•l bu1111ns rrealuae 
on tha baals ot ooat, then tb• restaurant pre-.J1uma ahoul4 be 
about two bun1red 1.ol1ara p•r year. 
'rhe table below aboo tor.oaatei t 970 value or the 
retuma t'or the res~au"nt, aaau111ne: tsoo anm1111 oper-at1n! 
8Xtltm8.,. twenty f1Ye year SU8 ot tbe d1g1 til !&prec1at1"ln 1 
and a tlrty two pero3nt tax rate. 
13e 
· , !he 146,200 ratu~;,ftr 1910 uauua •· eal.ea 
."···: ".!·1 
' 
pr1oe ot 140,000 tor that y•aJ.~ tbe aatea pr1ce 1e a blfJb.er 
peroea\a!e or 1n1tlal coat tbaD vaa uaed tor motel unlta, 
'beoauae a reataura.nt 1a aore ~tabla to Other uaea, e4 
baoe, sor-e aalablte thaD a •tel. 
rortr tbouaant\ doltara ratb•r tb.an tltt7 tbouaand 
1a uaed aa tb• ooat ot tb1a lft•ea\..at beoauaa tort7 tbou-
tan4 dollara 1a tbe addlttonat aaount that muat be apent to 
rece11'e rent ot ts,ooo per 1••r 1n addlt1on to tbe benetlta 
4ar1ve4 fro• tbe 110.,000 lDYeat.MDt 1n r.ataurant equ1paent. 
'th1a 1D•eataent, otrert.ns a 21~ rate ot retum,. 1a 
not aa profitable aa a pool or ten a-. unlta or tweDtJ new 
un1 ta. Tile tatter tact can be aecm bJ aubtractlns tba return a 
tor 1n'leattNI1t II troa 1nYeataDt XII and ooapartns the dlt-
terenoe vltb returoa troa the tlf\J tbouaand iollar restaur-
ant tor the correapon~lng year. Retuma trott the last ten 
un\ta are atwaya two to tbree tlaea •• great aa the retursta 
trom tb• reataurant but ths last ten un1te o~st leaa than 
tw1ce aa suob aa the r.etaurut (165,000 v"raua 140,000). 
'rb.e restaurant on the oomer apar. lot oa.n bs e11a1nated troa 
oona1deratlon at tb1a polnt. 
!he Pbllroee aotel auttere rrom aome ot the ••• 
coapet1t1Ye 41aa4Y&nt•s•• the Stase Ooacb does. It 1a a eu.ll 
.utel (twe1Ye unlta); 1t baa no aw1sa1ng pool: the~• 11 no 
r.at.&urant nearby. It baa tba a4i1t1onal d1aadyant.... ot 
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be las rarthet' t roa dow tow Youngatow than the staae Coach 
la, thereby aak1ng 1t teaa oonven1eot tor ooaaerol&l sueata. 
!he Pbllroaa MOtet bovever, 1a oloeer to the turnpike 1ater-
ob&nge than tbe Stap Ooaob, Dtrla& the ib11roae aore oon•en-
lent \ban the staae Ooaob tor tourtate tour1ata travetllns 
tb• t&tmpllte. 
Cfroaa tncose at the lbllroae averaga1 oona1derablJ 
teaa per roora the laat twp reara tban areas income per rooa 
at tbe Stage 00aoh(approx1aata1J lt,aoo per rooa at the S\aae 
Ooaob. .. , 11,,,, at the Ph11roae). ft1a lndloatea tbat tbe 
Pb.11roae llotel la already aatterlns Ntb.ar ae verlJ troll 
oo~•t1t1on ln the ar••· !he a1toatlon 1a not t1kely to cbane-
for the be~ter wl thout aubetu\1&1 a·1d1t1onat 1nveatunt aucb 
ae la belng conaldered now tor tbe atas• Qoaoh. 
!be otaona may exoeot to 1noreaee bualneaa at both 
110tala by Ntarrin! aurp1.ua sueata at. one 110tel to the other, 
but. tt'le St&~ Oo&ob 1a baYing 81'lOUSb i1t'tlou1. ty tlllln"! 1t 'a 
own roou r-lgbt now and eo 1a ,tbe Phllroae. Potfttlal guaata 
ara paaalns up the Stasa Ooaob an4 preauublJ the Pb.1lroae r.·.,.; 
alao beoauae r.ataur&nt, recreation Wl'1 etaa.our taolllt.laa an 
aot anil.abla. In tble oaae, two atow horaaa io not. Mke one 
taat bone. 
A decline 1n a~laa abou14 be ·~•oted at tba Phil• 
roe• Notal lt no addltlonal lnveat•enta are made. !be decline 
oou14 be severe because tourist bualneea le ralat1Ya17 aore 
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laport.ant to tbe Pbll rose thaa to the Stage Ooaob. A t1Ye 
bua4re4 dollar 1eo11ne ln aalea per Jear 1a aaauud 1n tbe t 
tabte below. !be rorecaate.t Seollne 1a oonaervatl'fe ooapared 
with the deoltne p~41cted at the Stage Coacb 1n the 4baeoce 
ot add1t1oaa1 1nveataent. 
!be tlx•d coat or o-,.~t1D~ th• Pbllrose lfotel 1a 
ooapoae! ot tb• to11ow1ns eat18&te4 •xpenaeaa 
Maaaser'• aal•r.r 
Leaae payaersta on 1an4 
Otber t1x.a expensea 
!btal tlxed expense 
"Ottter tlxri expense•" are e.stlaated t'roa ~penaea 
at the Stage Ooaoh Motel. fbe au• of all rtxed operating 
.xpeaaea tor the laat tbr.. yeara at the Stage Coaob except 
a4vert1alng( a tot&\ or t21 1184 tor t1xe4 expen8ea) la d1v1-
4e4 by three to ~1ve an aver•s• ot 19,061 p•r year. tr tlxed 
ex:penaea Y&rJ in proportion to 81. .. Of the 110tel, Which aeeu 
likely, tlxed a:cpoaea at the l"b11roae Motel, other than the 
unaser 'a aalar1 and \eaae payaenta, abou\4 be 12/30 ot" 19,061. 
or about 13,700. Advertlalns exptaae waa not 1nolu4ed beoauae 
the Otaona a1~Qt obooee to oo•btne a~vert1a1n~ for th• two 
aotel.e. It tbla 18 1o .. , the adYert.1atng expense tor bot,b 
aotele ahoul.d be YerJ llttle acre tban tbat tor the St,a5e 
Coach atone. 
V&r1able expenaea abova 1n the table below were 
eat1Mted troa 1ndu·atry stat1at1oa rather than troa exper-
1ence at the atase Coach Motel. !'bla .... done beoauae th• 
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nature of the Y&r1abte exPenses ooul4 be quite d1tt~rent at 
th• two aotela. The Stase Ooaob catera to co•••rc1a1 auesta 
and 1a likely to incur eo .. expenaea wn1ob would not be in-
curred by a aotel catering pr1sar11J to tourists. ,.e1epbone 
expenae tor exaapte, ie such sreater aa - percentage ot 1nooma 
at the Stage Coach M~tel than tor the 1n1uatry •• a whole. 
?arlabl.e operating erpenaea at the Phllrose Motel 
are eatlmated by deduct1n~ t1xe4 expenaea trom the operating 
expeDaee abown 1n ixbib1t IVA. lalar1ea ani vag;ea, ex9cut1ve 
aalarlea, advertlalnB, payroll taxes, and insurance, repairs 
and u.1ntenanoe are deducted. !be rea1n1ng operat1n1! expenses 
can be oons1derei variable, and theae ••riable expense• range 
tro• twenty to twentJ tbNe peroent · ot 1noome tor the yeara 
1951 through 1959 tor t.he ln1uatt7 &s a whole. twenty percent 
ot aalea 1a uaed 1n the table below. The table abova tore-
oaated net operat1n~ 1ncoae at tba Pbilroae Mot•1. 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
IC,ooo 3,200 ·,900 
15,500 .,,100 1,900 
15,000 3,000 1,900 
14,500 2,900 1,900 
14,000 2,600 1,900 
1,,500 2,700 1 ,90.0 
13,000 2,600 1.900 
12,500 2,500 7,900 
12,000 2,400 1 •. 900 
11,500 2,300 7,900 
,900 
4,500 
4,100. 
3,700 
3,300 
2,900 
2,500 
2,100 
1,700 
1,300 
!be tollow1ns table ahowa the torecaated &ebt and 
1910 yatue ot tboae earn1nsa ua1ns tb1rtr t1v• percent aa a 
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ooapound1ng ta.otor tor returns pr1or to 1970. 
ltt•qtlJ• Jlttyrga .ID.l,l.m y.tg• At .tclW. lftuaa• 
',\":".\}:'·~ 
1962 4,500 
1963 4,100 
1964 3,100 
1965 3,300 
1966 2,900 
1.961 2,500 
1968 2,100 
1969 1,200 
1970 1,300 
1970 40,000 
total (Rounda1) 
4,450 
4,250 
4,100 
3,900 
,,700 
3,500 
3,300 
3,100 
2,950 
22,1.50 
6,407 
5,921 
5,457 
a\,971 
4,486 
4,000 
3,514 
3,029 
2,564 
47,383 
1362,000 
rorty th~uaand dollars 11 the expected real estate 
Y&lue ot the Ph11~•• Motel 1n 1970. 
Tbe rorecaate1 rate or return on the Pb11rose 
···-· ',·.-.•... 
Motel lnYeetunt 1a not autt1o1ent to Juat1f7 turtber cona1d· 
erat1on or the propoaat, bec~u•• the rate or return 4oea not 
--
exo .. 4 the cutoff rate ot twentr percent. 
The coat of oap1ta.1, aa 4et1ned 1n Part I or tb1e 
theaa1a, requires eat1m~t•• ot tbe pr1oe earn1nga ratio betore 
and attar the new t1nano1ng. !he St&!e Coach ~~tel how-.$r, 
11u woat ••11 bua1neaa, 1a not llated on an exchanse. Tb1a 
Deed not be & problea bec&UII WI !o h&•e an IY&luat1on or the 
Drket Yalue or the mf)tel. aa an ent1ty. It new equ1t7 capital 
1a laaued, :the oaae atataa 1t vou11 be 1aauaad on tbe baa1a 
that tha aotAl 1a preaentt7 worth ta60,000. !be otaona were 
ottered pr1oea or 12501000 to 1215,000 preyioualJ, ao we can 
aaau•• tbe pr1oe ea.:rninsa ratio v111. not cbanse aa a Nault 
ot 1aau1n~ new equity capital. 
!be pr1oe eamlttp ratio can a\ao be &I&UIIed to 
rematn conatant att~r new debt oapltal 1a obta1n~. tor it 
tbe Olaona were to aell their 1at.reat 1n tha aotel, the 
new owner would (unlike a tranaactlon on a atoct exab.&ni!e) 
purobaae the aaaeta rather tban the na~ vorth. Oonaaquantly, 
be would not oa.re whether ttl• Ol.aona eved two hundred dollara 
or two bun1rad thousand dollars; Vb.ethar the Olaona bad too 
auob or too little debt. Re would pay f'or sroaa ra.thar than 
net eamln!& tm'1 would ohooae h1a own ratio of' ,1ebt to equity. 
Tbua the probtell of' t1n1.1ng th• ooat of' capital tor tbe 
Stage Coaob Motel 1a lla1e .uob a1aptar. 
In order that the Ol.aona be no vorae otf a.tter the 
1aaue or ~u1ty capital, atter tax ••rn1nsa plua ~epreclat1on 
and alao g8 bt aust lncreaa• at least ln proportion t!') tbe 
1ncreaae 1n total equ1.t7. !be lnoraaae ln Z.bt whtcb th1a 
neoeaaltatea, expr.aaei aa a J)4troenta.se ot 1nveat•ent proccteda, 
1a the coit or capital ot conon ataclt. Atter tax eam1nsa, 
tor our purposes, ahoutd 1nolu4e rent pa1d by the corporation 
to the Olaona, leas 1.ntereat pa11 on tha 110rtsase :luring the 
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Ja&r. !be Olaon •a paraonal \ax rate aboutd. atao be tat:C 
tnt.o ooaalderatlon, but aasua1n1 theJ rtte a Jo1nt .-.tum, 
the rate on tb•lr personal tnco .. ahou11 be otoae enougn to 
the corporate rate ot tb1!'t7 pero.ent tbat no appr.o1abte 
erttOr w1tl r.autt bJ uatns ttle tb1rtJ percent rata tor a\ l. 
1nooae. The oatcu1at1one below abov the cost or oapltal tor 
a ltoo,ooo taaue or ooawon atook; the coat vould be th' .... 
tor an7 aaount betven 150,000 and lloo,ooo. 
143111,14 IaaAU biUIIPt. IJCQ •. DDMQ1ns 
••• 0perat1n! Inco•• 
Other caab •xpenaeai 
Sa1ar1e•,• prop. tuea 
6 1ntsreat on a?rt. 
lam. betore taxes an~ d•pr. 
~t(4 ~ 119,992) 
12efU5 
lao,IK>O 
laB:§~ 
lp"bt auat tncreaae Jtoo,ooolla60,ooo, or 111,1~. !be coat 
o capttal 1a then 11,140/1100,000 or 11.1~. · 
Mbrtaae• interest 1a tax 1eduat1bte. S.oauae ot th1• 
an4 because there 1• no obange 1n tne pr1oe earntnga ratto, 
the ooat ot ·1ebt capt1a1 ta a1ap1J the &ddt t1ona1 loan 1n· 
tereat rectu1re1, exptteaae4 •• a percental!• or the •••r•s• 
lnoreaae in outatandins pr1no1pa1, aaau•lng ot course that 
the coYera~e requtreaant ta a.t. The coat of capttal tor the 
Yar1oaa poaa1ble 1aauea or 4ebt 1a ahovn be1owJ 
A. Stretch out payments on ex1a1t1ng aortsage. 5l~ tnt. 
~~~ • IJAi50 - -"8L ·- "" coat or cap1 tal ; 00 - 5,000- -.rroo -
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~~,.....-::..:;:_: .. :· ... -._:-
B. InoN&ae to uxlaa ot 1120 ,ooo. 51-~ 1nt.. 
H.aoL - lt*150 :: . f"iS!L :: T'J ooat ot oap1 tal 
1112,800 - ~5 '000 21800 
c. Ino~aae to ... x1~• ot Iii~~ 53/4- lnt. 
tr.aSl(i • +:aJSO ::: · :: 1. '~ coat ot oapltat 
1125,900 .. 8:;,000 t. 
D. Iaore&ae to •x1aua ot 1115 ,ooo. 5:5/4• 1nt. 
to.;59-- :\,i5P :-:::- Mt'99 =:. 6.6. coat ot oap1ta1 
l{o~.~ - Bs~ooo 179,500 . 
!b.• bank requ1rea -prlnolpa-1 and 1ntereat parunta 
to be covered at teaat tvloe by toreoaated earn1nsa before 
the loan requeat can be oonalde~i. Th1e coverage require-
unt la aet by all tb• 1nveat•imt alt•mat1vea IA thorough III. 
Por eX&IIPl• ,. the aalea t'oreoaat tor Inveataent II tor 1961 
1a 192,8o0; operatln3 costa are expected to a about kt,200, 
leaving $51,600 nat operat1ns lnco• available tor pr1no1pa\.. 
, and 1ntereat payanta. It the_ Olaon 'a aal.arr troa otb~r aouroea 
1e 1nc1u1ed 1n the aaount available tor coverage requ1reaanta, 
1~,600 ahoutd be available. lnvaataent II re~u1rea an out-
tar ot 116,200. It tha mortsas• balance 1a 1ncreaae~ to 
t\60,000, prtno1pat and 1ntereat p&Jsenta would not excee4 
121,000 vh1oh 1a leaa than one balt the aaount a•allable tor 
payaent, •••n after tnoo .. taxea are tak.a 1nto account. 
C&1oulat1ona tor th:t oth•r lnYeataeat propoaata tor 1961 and 
otber reara yteld a1m1tar reaulta. 
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'fhe cost of debt oapi tal changes sllghtJ.y with t.L'ile. 
beoause of the VIJ."7ing spread b&'b1oen the l"equired interest payments 
at 5¢ under the oxist1ng mortgage and the reqUired payments at a 
hir;her rate of interest 1£ the oortgage is increased. The chanees 
are insignificant in amount and always results in a lovrer co.st of 
oapi tal, so for practical pUrpOses such Changes can be ignored. 
Extending payments on present debt is a clearly u.naccept-
able source of capital because of the high cost involved and because 
the. funds raised are insufficient to cover the cost of any new 
inVestment project. .'!be other forms of debt capital offer sizeable 
amounts of capital at relatively low cost. 
It is apparent that the Olso:1s present.'l.y plow bact( nearly 
all earnings in the form or mortg.age paymentsJ thus there is no 
added coat involved in retaL:ing :f'U:ture earnings in the same man.ner. 
It should be reeogn.ized at this ?Oint ho-t,raver, that pt..:riodioally re-
ducing the roortzage balance wuld add considerably to the cost ot 
debt capital if' earning wore normally paid out in the form of dividends, 
To Ulustrate, assume a company wit.h. $100,0.00 net operati.t1e income, 
$50.000 a!ter tax inoome (,50<,t tax rate tor simpllci ty) and a pr1ce-
ea.r:;ings ratio of 10/l makos a five year term loan o! $20,000• ~ 
ot which DWlt be redeemed each year wit.b 5" interest on the unpaid 
balance. Ke+~p the price earnings ratio constant. If the company 
uses ·::::arnings to redeem the term loan, the cost or oapi tal ~ be 
calc:ula ted as follows 1 
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The $4tGOO repayments each JUr must be accompanied by a 
market price increase or $4.ooo, wb1ch means atter tax earnings must 
increase $400 each year. If the ,funds wre originally invested in 
a project returning ~. the funds should be transferred to a more 
p.ro.f'itable venture by the .fourth year,. 
After eliminating in'V'estment.s IV, v. and VI and the financing 
proposal which trould have the Olsons merely extend the repayment 
period on their present mortgage, all remaining investment proposals 
have a rate of return which exceeds the most expensive coct o£ capital. 
In tlleory then, invest-ment In should be undertaken L'tt!nedia.tely, 
usi<1G the lOt>~er cost debt c..-rpitsl first and the higher cost equity 
capital after the mortgage bala."'lce has been raised to $17.51 000. 
Factors ot.aer than the prof1 tab:U1:ty of the investme.l"lts 
must be taken into acoount before rea;;bi.Dg a final decision on the 
investment or investments to be undertaken. 
'Ihe Stage COach Motel is in a verr poor liquidity position. 
Otlr'rent aas:)ts are less than current liabilities. There is no tvorking 
capital. This indicates a need tor permanent or at least additional 
14t 
long tem capital. 1he Olsons should plan to increase t>rorld.ng capital 
by at least $5.000 befo~e going e.!lead With additional 1nvest.r11ent 
1n fixed a:;sets. Otbert41se they might race a financial crisis 1£ 
sales do not measure u:p to the for.eo.a&ts. 
1'he inves1"..ment i.Yl laundr; equipaant was ~ected as 
u.npro£1 table, but the Olsons mq Wish to reduce Miss E!U.zabeth 
' Olson's long day by eli:uiruati.ng her launctry rooponsibUities. .Utho~h 
they could send the towels to a. CQ1i'l1lereie~ laundry • they have not 
done so in the past even though sheets and pillt»l cases are done 
' 
commercially. I.i' they want to launder the towels at the n10tol but 
have to hire an extra girl to relieve Miss Olson of th•:; responsibilities, 
it may prove proi'itllbl.e to reconsider the investment in lau."ld.ry equipment. 
The Olsons should seriously consider the im:.Jlieations 
of selling common stock to L'1 outsider. 'l'h:ese considerations should 
1n fact, bctar more t.voir~ht than the cost ot new col'llmOn stock issue, 
because the di!terenoe in cost betw-een debt and equity capital is 
amaU compared t.o the rate or retUl"n on investments. Allowing someone 
other than a member of the l.1Jillediatc f'amil7 to pUrChase stock can 
cause problems not easlly foreseeable at the present. F'or example, 
in the event either party should v.'ish to nll his 01 .. their interest, 
the remai 'in!:! party mi.cht be faced With the choice of accepting 
a new a.l'ld perhaps undesirable partner or of raising a large m:ll:1 of 
cash in order to purchase the selling shareholder's equity.. On the 
other hand, U common stock is ever soing to be sold to someo-ne outside 
the i:aediate tam:U.y, now should be a good time to do it. The price 
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which t.bey can get for the stock is high compared to ear:·•L"lgs • the 
cost of oapit..'\1. is rel.at..i.vel:r low, and if bwestment returns do not 
tu...'l!"D out as planned, the Olsono ldll have avoided ;1art of the lor;;s 
in equity they might otherwise take. 
An:! new inves"t:.l:!l.en t tt'1e Olsons decide to make tdll result 
in added managerial responsibilities they must be prepared to accept. 
In view of 11r. Olson's forthcomillf> retireruent. Mr. at'ld Mr. Ol:son 
lliWt decide whether they "t>."'&nt to increase their res:;.'Onsibili ties in 
order to l!UI.ldmi~e pro:f'1tst or decrease their responsibilities in 
order to enjoy their leisure tae. !io eapi tal budgeting program 
can answor these questions tor tlu!.lll• 
tne iQv§tri!m Q!.Q1.sion 
Mr. and Mrs. Olson could undertake the construction ot 
twenty new urlits, a restaurant in tho oonterence room. and a swimming 
pool at ·this tJ.me, and they could reasonablly expect this p.rOject · 
to be profitable. Because of the rnan7 uncertainties involved in 
the i'oneast&, I believe they would be wiser to invest a less sub-
stantial sum at the present t.iroe. If' act.u.l returns compare ui th 
or exceed forecasted returns, the Olsons can make a.dd1 tional invest-
ments as they see !1 t.. 
I recommend inttest..ment I C to start with. The restaurant 
offers a hir;h profit rate .. and would enalal.e the Olsons to obtain 
a mortgage of ~ rather than S 'J/ltJ1; interest. including $5t000 
tor working capital in their loa:• request. At the same time, the 
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Olsons should requ•t a tim interest rate committmcnt from the 
bank on arrr tuture funds up to a total pl"1no1pal bal,a.."lce of $uo.ooo, 
as outJ.ined in fina.nci,!'lg proposal B in the case. Thus 11' the 
restaurant p-l"''V''s successful tn thitl a short tir;e, they could imr.led-
1a.t:el3 stcu't construction of a pool in t1.me .for the 1961 season. 
Although the ba.rbeque combination offers the hichest rate 
of return, this investment should not be undertaken unless the 
Olsons decide against add.izle additional units in the near future, 
because the barbeque and new units are mtaa;Uy exclusive. The 
barbeque and play'ground would occupy the same land as proposed for 
the new units. The returns from the 'barbeque 't•rould be cut short. 
Thus. although the pro£1 tabili ty o.f all the investments 
I A through III is high, and exc<3eds the cost or capital by a con-
siderable $1J0unt. I ~lieve the most expensive and least profitable 
of the acceptable investments should, because of the uncertainty 
aesociatcd with the sales forecasts. be witheld until the validity 
ot the torcasta is better confirmed. 
The success of an investment 1.n ten or tw.:mty nm-t units 
1.5 largely depe:1dent upon the success ot the investment in a restaur-
ant and pool. .New t1:'1i ts should not ~ added until the restaurant 
and pool are proved suocesf::ful. 
'!he impl1cat1o:1 is that de~ rather th&.n equi. ty capital 
should be used, but this is because o£ the reool!IV1enda ti.on to avoid 
large scale inVestment without first testine the forecasts, 
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1be Olson's Stage Coach Motel caae Ulustra.tes the rAanJ 
dittieult problems encountered when attempting to ap:ly capital tboo17 
to e· actual bw:lgeting probla. the modi.f1ed 1ield method used to 
OQJIIplte rate of :return on inves~t proved ueotul as an analytical tool, 
e~ to ampbe.sl.ze the 1.m.portant rel..:"l.tionship bett-Jeen rate of return on re-
'· investl'!lent and tbe rate o! rattu-n on preeent 1nv·~stment.) but there is 
a fl..aw 1n 't:.be modified 7ield ·method when UMd as in the annlyris ot 
the staao Coach Motel case. lbe forecasted 1970 value o£ returns tor 
lnvest.ment I C (reataurant, sign and lobby) is greater than the fore. 
casted 1970 value ot returns tor 1nvectaent I D (restaurant, sign, 
lob\)J and barbeque combination). This .situation is unrealistic. All 
ot tbt assets included. in !nvestment I Care also included in investment 
I D, but investment I D includes an additional assets the barbeque 
ooabinatiol. 7bus the 1970 value ot returns for investment I D should 
be at least as great, i! not grooter. than the 1970 value o£ returne 
tor investment I c. 
'lhis anachronism ocours because 35~ was used as the oompounding 
!actor tor investment I C tthUG only ~ was used for I D. 'Ihe decision 
to use 35~,t for investments I A, I B, and I C and 20'f.; for I D, I E, n 
and tll was somewhat arbitrary since 1.10 olear distinction be'biGetl 
correct rates could be nade. I.n'barestinglJ', th• payback method rates 
the investments similar to the modif"1ed )'ield method , but the pa;vbaok 
methOd rat.es I D ae more profitable than I c,. In the Stage Coach Motti 
case. striv.1.ng tor better .t'oreoastil:lg aacuraey led to poor re:sul ts. 
oost or capital calculations weJ:'& based on &s8Wllptions 
wbieb reduced the problem to one easU;y lumdled by standard techniques. 
'.the author does not pretend that the reader will have a 
~ u.nderetanding of sll the va.riOU.s upects of capital budgeting 
~ a ~ 6t this thesis, blt it is believed the r~der w1ll 
Q.welop an approoiation of the .daf.'ficul.tias involved in applying 
Ga;."'>i tal theory to an actual problem. Perhaps this is all that should be 
hoped for, beoawJ.e 1t is the author's belle! that capital budgeti;g 
~ tlr$ not yet re.adily adaptable 1o problems more oomplez 
than ~ng simple fixed returns. 
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